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Previous research on comparative advertising indicates how brands may use advertising 

to compare and contrast their own products and services with those of a competing brand, 

for the purpose of furthering their rivalry and winning over consumers. This research 

investigates the effect of change in advertising medium (i.e. Print and Online) on memory 

recall and purchase intentions for direct and indirect comparative advertisements. 

Although the direction of the means was as proposed, the results indicate that there was 

not enough evidence to claim that direct comparative advertisements will have a greater 

memory recall than indirect and noncomparative advertisements. Further analysis 

indicates that the effect of comparative advertisements on both types of mediums was 

similar. More specifically, memory recall was found to be similar for direct comparative 

advertisements and indirect comparative advertisements when viewed on print format in 

contrast to online format. This research further indicates that a higher memory recall does 

not lead to a greater purchase intention. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

Brands may use advertising to further their rivalry or conflict with a competing 

brand by contrasting their own products and services, or with those of a competing brand 

on the basis of attributes, brand image of market position (Beard, 2010). This form of 

comparative advertising may turn into an ‘advertisement war’ where one advertiser 

responds to an implied or direct attack by a competitor. This research intends to explore 

the effect of different forms of comparative advertising on consumers’ recall and 

eventually, purchase intention. The two types of comparative advertisements analyzed in 

this study are: (1) Direct Comparative advertisements, and (2) Indirect comparative 

advertisements. 

For direct comparative advertising, "strict" or "explicit" comparisons are made 

with references to an identifiable competitor whereas, for indirect comparative 

advertising, comparisons to "brand X" or any other "ordinary brands" in general are 

"implied". There has indeed been resistance towards direct comparative advertising in the 

past.  Beard (2010) indicated that the U.S Federal Trade commission held an aggressive 

campaign in the early 1970s to discourage television networks and industry association 

rules against strictly comparative advertising. Although advertisers were aware of the 

unintended consequences of explicit advertising, they still gave in to the temptation of 

employing it. Beard (2010) explained that the risks associated with comparative 

advertising include brand confusion, generation of awareness for competitors and 

engagement in advertising "wars" with competitor(s) which can be mutually damaging.  
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Comparative advertisements may be used in several contexts and industries. An 

example in the fast food industry is Subway comparing itself to McDonalds as a more 

healthy choice and Dunkin’ Donuts making claims that Starbucks’ coffee has higher 

prices and is for a higher socio-economic group or class (Kokemuller, 2007). Similarly, 

the two beverage giants, Pepsi and Coca Cola have been competing with each other 

through advertisements for years by either disparaging the other by using ‘taste-tests’ 

television advertisements or using its color themes to show dominance over the other 

brand. In the automobile industry, Audi and BMW have been known to put out 

advertisements on billboards that claim superiority over the other. We also see 

comparative advertisements prevalent in politics where candidates use advertisements to 

either explicitly or implicitly degrade their opponents. Franz & Ridout (2010) indicated 

that regardless of the increase in online campaigning and more attention given to face-to-

face campaigning, increased spending on advertising against opponents in the 2008 

presidential elections were effective in increasing the share of votes. However, in this 

research the comparative advertisements explored are from the Fast Moving Consumer 

Goods industry, specifically the processed food industry. This study uses evidence from 

previous literature on Direct and Indirect comparative advertising (indicated later in the 

literature review) transmitted through different types of media and explores its influence 

on consumers’ behavior. 

The two types of media explored in this study are: (1) Print (i.e. newspapers, 

magazines), and (2) Online (i.e. websites found on the Internet). Over the past few years, 

the increase in the number of Internet users has allowed businesses to sell and advertise 

their products or services online.  This has led advertisers to use different methods of 
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promoting their products or services through this medium. The growing importance of 

Internet advertising has raised the question of whether online and print advertising elicits 

favorable responses from consumers. As a result, advertisements transmitted through 

these different media may elicit different responses from consumers and hence, may be 

evaluated differently. This study is the first to investigate how consumers would process 

different formats of comparative (Direct and Indirect) and noncomparative advertising on 

different forms of media (Online and Print). 

One of the two dependent variables explored in this study is memory recall. 

According to Sundar, Narayan, Obregon and Uppal (1998), memory consists of two 

parts: Recall and Recognition. Recall involves all substructures of memory, whereas 

recognition is a “less-vigorous” usage of memory structures. Moreover, memory has 

indeed been used in previous communication-based research, not just by advertisers to 

evaluate the effectiveness of their advertisements (Krugman, 1986). 

Measuring the effectiveness of an advertisement by means of recall relies on the 

assumption that consumers who are able to recall a product or a brand have a positive 

attitude towards it and are more likely to purchase it (Wakolbinger, Denk, & Oberecker, 

2009). Therefore, purchase intention is the second dependent variable used to identify 

and confirm the effectiveness of different forms of comparative advertisements through 

different media. 

Previous research includes ad format (Direct, Indirect and Noncomparative) as an 

independent variable (e.g. Jeon & Beatty (2002), Kalro, Sivakumaran, & Marathe 

(2017)), however, no previous study has explored the effect of ad format on purchase 

intention. Most research on comparative advertisements and ad formats measure attitude 
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towards the advertisement or brand (e.g. Kalro, Sivakumaran, & Marathe (2017), 

Vijayalakshmi, Muehling, & Laczniak (2015), Muehling, Vijayalakshmi, & Laczniak, 

(2016)) leaving purchase intentions to be further explored. Hence, this study explores 

whether there is an affect on consumers’ memory recall and purchase intentions when 

viewing comparative advertisements on different media (print and online medium). This 

study uses undergraduate students from the University of Guelph as participants with the 

product category of ‘processed foods’ specifically ‘Noodle soup’, which is explained in 

detail in the methodology section.  

As discussed later, the results of this research indicated that although memory 

recall (in terms of mean response times) was higher for participants who viewed Direct 

comparative advertisements compared to Indirect or Noncomparative Advertisements, 

these results were not statistically significant. This research explores as to why these 

results were obtained. Moreover, results indicated that memory recall was similar for 

participants who viewed advertisements on both types of mediums explored in this 

research i.e. Print and Online. More specifically, the effect on response time for viewing 

direct comparative advertisements on both mediums was the same as viewing Indirect 

and Noncomparative advertisements on both mediums. This research further indicated 

that a higher memory recall does not lead to a higher purchase intention. This result is 

also supported by research that consumers’ purchase intention majorly depends on their 

perception or attitude towards a product or brand. The analysis is explained in detail in 

the results section along with a discussion of why this result was obtained. 

The literature review in the next section elaborates on comparative advertisements 

and how researchers have previously assessed this type of advertising. Furthermore, a 
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section on ad format talks about the two different types of comparative advertisements 

(direct and indirect) used in this study. An in-depth review of previous literature presents 

findings that form the basis of this paper. Finally, the last section of the literature review 

investigates previous research on online advertising, including studies conducted that 

explored the effectiveness of online advertising and a comparison with advertising in the 

traditional medium i.e. print. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 

Over the years, advertising has been defined in many ways in literature that 

corresponds to the popular media and trends at that time. Daniel Starch (1923, p.5) 

defined advertising as selling in "print". A more modern definition of advertising is "The 

activity of attracting public attention to a product or business, as by paid announcements 

in the print, broadcast, or electronic media" (American Heritage Dictionary, 2000). In 

order to define advertising, it is appropriate to know the functions of advertising. Lavidge 

and Steiner (1961) indicated that the ultimate function of advertising is to help product 

sales, however, advertising is not always designed to influence immediate sales. This 

means that using sales to measure advertising effectiveness would be an incomplete 

criterion. Hence, the effects of advertising are “long-term” and cannot be necessarily seen 

immediately. One such form of advertising that is not focused on producing immediate 

effects, but rather strengthening the image of the brand or its products/services is 

comparative advertising. 

 

2.1: Comparative Advertising 
 

Comparative advertising can also be defined in terms of a competition strategy 

that is used for the purpose of claiming superiority as well as enhancing superiority of a 

sponsor or usually a lesser known brand (James and Hansel, 1991). There are conflicting 

views from previous researchers about the effectiveness of comparative advertising. 

Some researchers state that comparative advertising has certain advantages than non 

comparative advertising (e.g.Miniard, Rose, Barone, & Manning, 1993; Pechmann & 

Ratneshwar, 1991; Pechmann & Stewart, 1990). Other researchers conclude that 
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comparative advertising has undesirable outcomes (e.g. Belch, 1981; Swinyard, 1981). 

This study extends research on the effectiveness of comparative advertising by clearly 

defining which types of comparative advertisements (Direct, Indirect) compared to 

noncomparative advertisements will produce desirable results. 

Grewal, Kavanoor, Fern, Costley and Barnes (1997) began their debate on 

comparative vs. non-comparative advertising by stating its prevalence in the United 

States. This statement is corroborated by the use of prominent examples such as VISA 

comparing the number of merchants accepting its credit card to American Express and 

Burger King Comparing its cooking method to McDonald's. The authors believed that the 

increased popularity of comparative advertising was due to advertisers' beliefs in its 

effectiveness and partially due to Federal Trade Commission's informal encouragement 

of explicit comparisons (Wilkie & Farris, 1975) 

 Grewal et al (1997) conducted a systematic review and quantitative integration of 

all previous research (prior to 1997) on comparative advertising, with the intention to 

consolidate previous research and investigate when comparative formats are more 

effective than non-comparative formats. The authors did this by developing a Hierarchy 

of Comparative Advertising Effects Model, based on Lavidge and Steiner's (1961) 

advertising functions model. In this model, comparative advertising is compared with 

non-comparative advertising by systematically classifying dependent variables (from 

previous literature) into meaningful categories. The Hierarchy of Comparative 

Advertising Effects model is based on Lavidge and Steiner's (1961) three main 

objectives: cognitive, affective and conative.  The advertising's cognitive function is 

based on facts and information to make consumers more aware about the brand. The 
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affective function of the advertisement creates linking and preference (favorable 

attitudes) toward the brand. The conative function of the advertisement stimulates 

consumers' desire and eventually causes them to buy the brand. The sample for this 

review process covered 22 years of empirical research on the effectiveness of 

comparative advertising. This search for published articles that began with thorough 

computerized research. The sample included articles from Journal of Marketing, Journal 

of Marketing Research, Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of the Academy of 

Marketing Science, Journal of Advertising and Journal of Advertising Research. 

Based on the cognitive function, the authors hypothesized that consumers will 

attend to comparative ads more than noncomparative ads. This is because comparative 

ads tend to deliver new and different information than non-comparative ads do. This 

feature makes consumers more attentive toward comparative advertisements than non-

comparative advertisements, which do not provide such explicit information. The 

dependent variables associated with the cognitive function include attention, message and 

brand awareness, number of thoughts, perceived informative-ness, perceived similarity 

between competing brands, and believability of the source and message. Results from the 

analysis indicated that the comparative format do generate more attention than 

noncomparative ads. 

The authors hypothesized that consumers will recall more of the messages in 

comparative ads than non-comparative ads and that consumers will recall the sponsor's 

brand name more in comparative ads than in noncomparative ads. Along with attention, 

comparative ads allow for a greater involvement or thoughts of the consumers to be more 

elaborate (Greenwald & Leavitt, 1984). With this greater mental activity and elaboration 
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(Muehling, Stoltman, & Grossbart, 1990), the authors expected that comparative ads 

elicit more consumer thoughts than non-comparative ads and that consumers will 

perceive comparative ads to be more informative than non-comparative ads. 

One of the explicit goals of comparative advertising is to position the sponsored 

brand as similar to the comparison brand by association. Pechmann and Ratneshwar 

(1991) indicated that consumers assume that the two compared brands must be similar 

because they are being 'compared' through socialization and visual similarities of the 

brands. Hence, the authors hypothesized that consumers perceive greater similarity 

between the sponsored brand and the comparison brand when sponsors use comparative 

ads than when they use noncomparative ads. The results indicated that Comparative ads 

were found to be more effective than noncomparative ads in terms on increasing message 

awareness, brand name and increased message processing. 

Ad believability is one of the important factors that influences consumers' attitude 

towards a comparative advertisement. Believability has two components: (1) believability 

of the source and (2) believability of the ad or truthfulness of a message. According to 

(Swinyard, 1981) and (Wright, 1973), skeptical consumers may react to comparative 

claims by (1) derogating the source (2) counter arguing (3) making claims about the 

curiosity of a claim or (4) making positive or negative statements about a message. 

Although some researchers claim that comparative ads generate more counter arguing 

than non-comparative ads and are perceived to be less credible (Swinyard, 1981), the 

authors hypothesized that consumers attribute less credibility to the source of 

comparative ad claims than to the source of noncomparative claims. Hence, consumers 

believe comparative claims less than noncomparative claims. The results indicated that 
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source believability is less for comparative ads than for noncomparative ads and that 

when consumers derogated the source that used persuasive communication, they inferred 

that the advertiser and message were not credible. 

One of the important dependent variables the authors talked about is attitude 

toward the advertisement. This variable shows consumers' feelings and attitude toward 

the ad or in this case, the ad format. Previous research shows the comparative ad 

generates less favorable attitudes than non-comparative ads (Swinyard 1981). An 

explanation for this by Wilkie and Farris (1975) is that consumers may see a comparative 

ad as an attack on their brand, which would cause them to counter argue with the 

message or derogate the source. This led to the hypothesis presented by Grewal et al 

(1997) that consumers' attitudes toward comparative ads are less positive than their 

attitudes toward noncomparative ads. 

The association with the comparison brand is another important factor that 

influences attitudes toward the sponsored brand. The authors suggest that if the attitudes 

toward the comparison brand are positive, attitudes toward the sponsored brand may be 

positive as well. Although they mentioned that in most cases, the comparison brands are 

market leaders they do not include this factor in their hypothesis. The authors 

hypothesized that consumers' attitudes toward the sponsored brand are more positive 

when the advertisements are comparative than when they are non-comparative. This is 

also because comparative ads allow consumers to differentiate between the brands 

(Droge, 1989) and have clear and focused perceptions (Wilkie and Farris 1975). The 

results indicated that comparative ads do generate more negative attitudes toward the ad 

but favorable attitudes toward the brand, than noncomparative ads do. Since the effect of 
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ad format on similarity is not significant, perceived similarity of the comparison brand 

would not account for favorable attitudes in comparative ads. 

The effect of comparative advertising on conation is an important component 

because it shows how consumers' purchase behavior is influenced. Lavidge and  Steiner 

(1961) argue that since comparative advertisement positively influences cognitive and 

affective responses, it should also influence consumers' behavioral intentions. Droge 

(1989) indicated that there is a stronger relationship between attitude toward a sponsored 

brand and purchase intention for comparative ads than for non-comparative ads. 

Moreover, Droge explained that cognition has an effect on intention when mediated by 

attitude. This led the authors to hypothesize that consumers' intentions to purchase the 

sponsored brand are greater when the ad is comparative than when it is noncomparative 

and that consumers are more likely to purchase a sponsored brand due to a comparative 

ad than a non-comparative ad. Results indicated that compared to noncomparative ads, 

comparative ads do appear to increase purchase intention as well as purchase behavior. 

The authors used three criteria to select variables from previous research that 

moderate the relationship between ad format and consumer response. Their analysis is 

based on variables that (1) are theoretically relevant, (2) provide a significant number of 

affect sizes to test the relationship, and (3) are important to advertisers. The authors' 

hypothesis development is related to the attitude toward the brand and intention to 

purchase. The moderators selected were 1) the sponsored brand's competitive position, 

(2) the comparison brand's market position, (3) the sponsored brand's relative market 

position, (4) the comparative ad's credibility, (5) the factual content of the message, and 

(6) the nature of the dependent measure, that is, relative versus absolute. 
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Relative market position was selected because consumers are more likely to be 

positively influenced by a low-shared sponsored brand when it is compared to a high-

share brand than when it is compared to a moderate or low-share brand. According to 

Pechmann and Stewart (1990) , comparing low-share brands with a high-share brand 

draws interest because the high-share brand would have a personal relevance to the 

consumers. Moreover, the image of the low-share brand is elevated through its 

comparison with the high-share brand. Iyer (1988) indicated that comparing a new brand 

may be considered novel and more informative when compared to an establish brand or a 

market leader. Hence, regarding the effectiveness of a comparative brand and relative 

market position, Grewal et al (1997) hypothesized that consumers should have more 

favorable sponsored brand attitudes and greater purchase intentions after viewing 

comparative ads versus noncomparative ads. Especially when the sponsored brand is new 

to the category than when it is an established brand or market leader. Results indicated 

that comparative ads generated more positive consumer attitudes toward sponsored brand 

than when the sponsored brand is new or novel. This effect was found to decrease when 

the sponsored brand was well established. The effect reversed (noncomparative ads were 

more effective than comparative ads) when the sponsored brand was the market leader. 

However, the sponsored brand's market position did not affect the relationship between 

ad format and intension to purchase. 

 Grewal et al (1997) added that the comparison brand's market position might also 

affect the influence of ad format. This led to the hypothesis that consumers' sponsored 

brand attitudes should be most positive and their purchase intentions greatest after 

viewing comparative ads, versus noncomparative ads, when the comparison brand is the 
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market leader. The difference between comparative and noncomparative ads should 

decrease when the comparison brand is an established follower, a new brand, or a 

fictitious brand. The results indicated that the differences in attitude between comparative 

and noncomparative ads toward the sponsored brand were most positive when the 

comparison brand was established in the product category, not when it was the market 

leader. It was also found that the comparison brand's market position significantly 

moderates the relationship between ad format and intention to purchase the sponsored 

brand. 

Peachmann and Stewart (1990, 1991) indicated that a brand that is a market leader 

would benefit less from comparative advertising than established or new brands. This led 

to the hypothesis that consumers' sponsored brand attitudes should be more positive and 

their intentions to purchase was greater after viewing comparative ads, versus 

noncomparative ads, when the sponsor's brand market position is less than the 

comparison brand. This effect should be attenuated when the sponsored brand’s market 

position is greater than or equal to the comparison brand. Results indicated that when the 

sponsored brand's market share was less than the comparison brand, more positive 

attitudes were generated toward the sponsored brand. It was also found that comparative 

ads (vs. noncomparative ads) result in significantly greater intention to purchase the 

sponsored brand when the sponsored brand's market share was less than the comparison 

brand. 

Regarding source credibility, the authors believed that since noncomparative ads 

are inherently more believable, enhanced source credibility would benefit 

noncomparative ads more than comparative ads. So, comparative ads will be more 
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persuasive than noncomparative ads when credibility is high. However, when credibility 

is low, comparative ads will be equal to or less persuasive than noncomparative ads. This 

led to the hypothesis that consumers' attitudes toward the sponsor's brand will be more 

positive and their purchase intentions greater after viewing comparative ads, versus 

noncomparative ads, when the credibility of the ad is enhanced. The relative effectiveness 

of comparative ads will decrease when the credibility of the ad is not enhanced. 

The results indicated that enhancing the credibility of the comparative ads led to a 

significant increase in favorable attitudes toward the sponsored brand. It was also found 

that comparative ads (vs. noncomparative ads) with enhanced credibility significantly 

increased intention to purchase.  

According to Iyer (1988), using factual information in the content of a message 

will enhance the credibility of a comparative claim. When factual information (which is 

objective in nature) is compared with evaluative information (which is subjective in 

nature), it would elicit fewer counterarguments, encourage more support arguments 

(Edell & Staelin, 1983) and enhance consumers' ability to visualize (Iyer, 1988). This led 

to the authors' hypothesis that consumers' attitudes toward the sponsor's brand will be 

more positive and their purchase intentions greater after viewing comparative ads, versus 

noncomparative ads, when the message content is factual rather than evaluative in nature. 

The relative effectiveness of comparative ads over noncomparative ads will decrease 

when the message content is evaluative. However, results indicated that when 

comparative ads contained evaluative messages rather than factual information, their 

impact on attitudes was greater. An explanation for this is that comparative ads enable 

affective-based responses rather than fostering influence attribute-based responses. It was 
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also found that the moderating effect of message content on the relationship between ad 

format and purchase decision was supported. Hence, comparative ads do account for 

higher purchase intention than noncomparative ads when they contain factual information 

rather than evaluative. An explanation for this result is that factual information is more 

effective to enhance intention to purchase, whereas evaluative information is more 

effective in increasing favorable attitudes toward the sponsor brand, especially if attitudes 

are affect-based. 

Analyzing research on comparative advertising on Television in the United States 

over the past thirty years, Beard, (2016) adopted the procedures used by Brown and 

Jackson (1977) to program and record segments from daytime (8:00 a.m - 2:00 pm) and 

prime-time (7:00 p.m- 10:00 p.m) from the "Big Four" broadcast networks (CBS, NBC, 

ABS and FOX) for one week. These fourteen 3-hour day and part-day combinations were 

selected randomly and with the inclusion of 4 hours of Sunday prime time (6:00 p.m - 

10:00 p.m), this made up a complete week of 43 hours of programming. The types of 

"advertisements" that were programmed included Trailers and promos for television 

programs, theatrical films, DVD releases, recruitment advertisements, station 

identifications (IDs), public service announcements (PSAs) and advertisements for 

charity. These were coded regardless of the length of the ad or repetition. The categories 

used by the author for this study consisted of "network, commercial length, product type, 

consumer versus business-to-business advertising, local versus national advertising, 

comparative versus noncomparative, comparative type, number of competitors named 

and/or shown, inclusion of substantiation, price emphasis, and local versus national 

sponsorship." The procedure of coding for this study was adopted from Kassarjian (1977) 
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in which one coder and principal investigator (PI) started by discussion the coding 

scheme, category definitions and code sheet. The coder and PI then independently coded 

advertisements that were not included in the sample. 

 The author explored the extent to which comparative television commercials 

include substantiation and if this substantiation differs from noncomparative 

advertisements. Comparative and noncomparative claims in commercials were coded as 

substantiated if they were supported be language such as "Test prove", "surveys show" or 

"Independent laboratory studies reveal" or if a third party source was cited. 

The results showed that from the entire sample only 6.4% of the advertisements included 

substantiation. From comparative advertisements, only 9.7% included substantiation and 

from the noncomparative advertisements, only 3.4% included substantiation. The author 

could not indicate whether there is an increase in substantiation over the years as Brown 

and Jackson (1977) did not investigate substantiation. However, according to research, 

substantiation in the form of credibility can be seen as a method to encourage favorable 

attitudes toward the sponsored brand and greater purchase intention.  

 Beard (2016) further explored the extent to which comparative vs. noncomparative 

advertisements were used and the frequency for each type. According to the sample, 48% 

of the commercials were coded as comparative vs. noncomparative. Out of the entire 

sample, 4.9% were strictly comparative, 19.7% were “competition implied-brand” and 

23.5% were “competition implied-category”. Competition implied-category was used to 

capture a type of comparative ad that may be frequently used but would appear to be 

uninvestigated. The competition-implied brand category was used for commercials in 

which brands claimed superiority over another competing brands by referring to them 
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without using the competitor's brand name. The author indicated that from the 67 strictly 

comparative advertisements, 37 named one or more competitors (54.4%), 19 (27.9%) 

showed competitors, and 12 (17.7%) both named and showed one or more competitors. 

This result can be explained according to findings in the previous research that suggests 

that naming competitors encourage higher levels of believability and more favorable 

attitudes toward the sponsor (Grossbart, Muehling, & Kangun, 1986). The results also 

showed that from the comparative advertisements sample, a majority of 67% did not 

mention a specific competitor or number of competitors or were coded as competition 

implied-category. The remainder 27.2% mentioned only a single competitor and 4.3% 

included references to two competitors. From these comparative advertisements, 53.2% 

compared the advertised product or brand with a single competitor, 8.1% compared with 

two competitors and 36% did not mention a specific number of competitors or had 

statements like "best in its class". An explanation for this result is that comparative 

advertisements will be most effective for brands that have a smaller market share or are 

novel, especially in the case when the competitor is a market leader (e.g. Grewal et al. 

1997). 

 Beard (2016) investigated the frequency of using price information in comparative 

television commercials. According to the results, Comparative advertisements (9.5%) 

included more pricing information than noncomparative advertisements (6.7%). Almost 

the same amount of both types of advertisements included absolute (11.4%) and relative 

(11.5%) pricing information. The differences in these frequencies were found to be non-

significant, which meant that comparative advertisements were neither more nor less 

likely to have pricing information of any kind. It was found that competition implied-
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category comparative advertisements included absolute pricing, which was significantly 

more than other categories, including noncomparative advertisements. This result 

explains why the use of pricing in today's comparative advertising is the same as it was in 

the 1970s. This result also showed potential for a more in-depth analysis since Beard 

(2013) mentioned that contemporary creative executives hold favorable attitudes toward 

using comparative advertising in price-competitive markets and for a brand's products 

that have a lower price than its competitor's. The author explored if there were any 

differences in the use of comparative television commercials between national and local 

advisers. The results indicated that national advertisers (49.9%) used more comparative 

advertising than local advertisers (43.3%). National advertisers were also significantly 

more likely to use strictly comparative advertising versus noncomparative advertising 

(5.7%) than local advertisers (1.6%). It was found that only 5 out 126 comparative 

advertisements were strictly comparative. 

Vijayalakshmi et al., (2015) contended that consumers' level of commitment to 

the compared-to brand plays an important role to indicate how they would respond to 

comparative ads (Ahluwalia, 2000). The authors also explored the effect of immediate 

and delayed responses of consumers that are exposed to negatively framed comparative 

ads. Persuasion resistance theory (Tormala & Petty, 2004) was used to explain the 

process that consumers engage in when exposed to a negatively-framed ad that is targeted 

toward a brand they are committed to. Based on this theory, the authors predicted that 

committed (vs. less committed) consumers will show an increase in attitude confidence 

(without attitude change) and this confidence is likely to grow after a time delay. The 

persuasion resistance theory explains that when consumers are exposed to information 
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that counters their attitude, they cognitively refute and reject the claims. However, the 

theory suggests that the outcome of this process will yield no change in attitudes toward 

either the initial or promoted position. 

The authors explained that there are two important implications in the advertising 

context. First, the committed consumers will not change their attitude toward the 

compared-to brand, however after exposure to the negatively framed advertisement, they 

will become more certain or confident in their initial position. Second, as persuasion 

resistance is viewed as a motivated process (Tormala & Petty, 2004), it means that the 

brand attitude and expected increase in the brand attitude confidence should be 

maintained over time. So the authors proposed that a delay between the exposure of the 

ad and challenges to the initial brand attitude would provide motivation to committed 

consumers to search for information that would support their initial position toward the 

brand. So this process would maintain the increase in brand attitude confidence over a 

delay. This led the authors to hypothesize that compared to less-committed consumers, 

consumers committed to the comparative referent brand will hold more favorable 

attitudes and exhibit higher levels of attitude confidence toward this brand, after exposure 

to a negatively framed comparative ad. 

 Raju, Unnava, and Montgomery (2009) found that committed users may in fact 

alter their attitudes toward the sponsored brand but there will be no change in their 

attitude toward the compared-to brand. This effect will only occur with negatively framed 

ads as positively framed ads are not perceived as an attack on their initial position. This 

affect would be similar for consumers who are committed to the compared-to brand and 

hence, the authors hypothesize that committed consumers of the comparative referent 
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should hold similar levels of attitudes toward the compared-to brand, irrespective of 

whether they are exposed to a negatively-framed or a positively-framed comparative ad. 

Regarding attitude confidence toward the compared-to brand for committed consumers, 

the authors hypothesized that committed consumers of the comparative referent should 

exhibit higher levels of attitude confidence toward the compared-to brand when exposed 

to a negatively framed (as compared to a positively-framed) comparative ad. 

 Jewell and Unnava (2004) indicated that when committed consumers resist the 

negativity in the advertisement, they tend to justify their current level of brand 

commitment by refuting the claims. This led the authors to hypothesize that committed 

consumers (compared to less-committed consumers) of the comparative referent will 

generate more negative thoughts toward negatively-framed comparative ads and will 

generate more negative thoughts when exposed to a negatively-framed (compared to a 

positively-framed) comparative ad. 

 In order to test whether the resistance process is expected to reinforce users' trust in 

self over time, Vijayalakshmi et al., (2015) hypothesized that compared to less-

committed consumers, committed consumers to the comparative referent brand will 

continue to hold more favorable attitudes and higher attitude confidence toward this 

brand, two weeks after exposure to a negatively-framed comparative ad. 

 For the consumers that are committed to the compared-to brand, the authors 

hypothesized that Committed consumers of the comparative referent should hold similar 

levels of attitudes toward the compared-to brand after a two-week delay, irrespective of 

whether they are exposed to a negatively-framed or positively framed comparative ad. 

These higher levels of attitude confidence will occur when they are exposed to a 
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negatively framed (compared to a positively-framed) comparative ad, even after a two-

week delay. 

To test their hypotheses, Vijayalakshmi et al., (2015) recruited undergraduate 

students for the experiment. The between-subjects experimental sessions were run in 

groups of 15 participants each and ad manipulations were randomized for each session. 

After being randomly assigned to each of the two framing conditions, the participants 

started off by viewing the advertisements for 30 seconds without asking them to pay 

attention to every detail. However, it is possible that the participants' responses might 

have been rushed because of the time constraint. The advertisements were color-printed 

and attached to a poster board. The product chosen for this study was MP3 players, 

specifically iPod, which was determined as the most familiar product to undergraduate 

students through pretests. Over 50% of the respondents reported in the main study that 

they owned and used an iPod. A fictional brand name of 'Unisound' was used as the 

sponsor brand. After the viewing, participants completed a survey about the ad. 

Participants were given three minutes to write down all the thoughts they had while 

viewing the ad and were asked to classify them as positive, neutral or negative. The 

negatively framed ad shown to the participants seemed very negatively biased even if the 

participant did not contemplate on it since there are several ads, which 'taunt' or 'attack' 

competitor brands through subtle or sarcastic messages. The classification was confirmed 

after the decision of the three judges.  After two weeks, participants arrived in the lab and 

were asked short unrelated research data questions. 

To categorize participants into "committed" and "less-committed", similar to 

Ahluwalia, Burnkrant, & Unnava (2000), they were asked about the brand they used and 
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the extent of their loyalty/commitment though a 7-point scale (1= Not very loyal; 7= 

Very loyal). Those participants that had recorded values greater than ‘4’, were 

categorized as loyal. The manipulation check was done by asking participants to respond 

to a survey item that asked whether the overall statements made in the ad were (1= Not at 

all negative to 7= Very negative; 1= Very positive to 7= Not at all positive (Muehling, 

Laczniak, & Ehrich, 2013). The results of this check indicated that participants who 

viewed the negatively framed ad perceived the message of the ad to be more negative 

than those who were exposed to the positively framed counterpart.  To investigate 

participants' processing tendencies, participants were asked to rate the believability of the 

ad's statements on a 7-point scale. The dependent variables that were measured in this 

study were immediate and delayed measures of attitude toward the referent brand (iPod) 

and brand attitude. 

The results indicated that committed consumers of the comparative referent 

reported more favorable attitudes to a negatively framed comparative ad than did less 

committed consumers Similarly, brand attitude scores for committed consumers were 

higher than consumers who were less committed. Immediate results for committed 

consumers exposed to negative (vs. positive) comparative ads showed that their attitudes 

toward the comparative reference were not different across positive and negative-frame 

conditions. The results showed that the brand attitude confidence scores for committed 

consumers were also not different across positive and negative frame conditions and that 

the hypothesis of the scores being higher was not supported. Committed consumers (vs. 

less committed consumers) of the comparative reference had more negative thoughts in 

response to the negatively framed ad (compared to when they viewed the positively-
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framed ad). The results of delayed measures for committed (vs. less committed) 

consumers showed that their brand attitude scores were higher. Similarly, the attitude 

confidence level of the committed consumer (compared to less-committed consumers) 

was greater after two weeks. The results further indicated that brand attitudes of 

committed consumers were not different across positive and negative framing conditions. 

There was no difference found in the attitude confidence levels for committed consumers 

who were exposed to the negatively framed comparative ad (compared to positively-

framed ad) as opposed to what the authors hypothesized that attitude confidence levels 

would be higher after the two-week delay. 

 Chow & Luk, (2006b) extended Donthu's (1992) research and stated that in order 

to determine the influence of comparative advertisements on consumer attitudes, it is 

important to look at the intensity of the comparison. Donthu's findings indicated that 

when the comparison was moderate, consumer attitudes were most positive and when the 

comparison was either highly intense or there was no comparison, consumer attitudes 

were less positive; these findings were extended by adding cognitive elaboration (CE) as 

a variable. The authors indicated that the relationship between comparative advertisement 

intensity (CAI) and consumer attitudes in the high and low cognitive elaboration 

conditions was an S-shaped function rotated 90 degrees anti-clockwise. Their findings 

examined that consumer attitudes persisted under high and low-CE conditions. Donthu 

(1992) used a scale of 0 to 4 to define the levels of CAI (0= no comparison; 4= very 

intense comparison). These levels were determined by four factors: (X1) whether the 

competing brand is named or not, (X2) whether the comparison was specific rather than 

overall, (X3) whether the comparisons are one-sided rather than two-sided, (X4) whether 
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more than 50%. If any factor is present, it would increase CAI by one level according to 

the formula "CAI= X1 + X2 + X3 + X4". 

 The authors hypothesized that the relationship between CAI and consumer attitudes 

follows a rotated S-shaped pattern. This hypothesis was led by the explanation of 

discounting and augmenting principles in the Attribution Theory (Kelley 1967, 1973). 

The authors stated that information richness and believability are two important factors to 

consider in comparative advertising. Believability, in this case can be either discounted or 

augmented. Kelley's discounting principle states that consumers will discount the 

believability of an advertisement if they attribute the claims made to external factors e.g. 

environmental pressures. This will seem as the advertiser is using these external factors to 

entice the consumer into buying the product and make money. The augmenting principle 

states that if the consumer finds no plausible reason that the advertiser is leveraging on, 

the claims will be attributed as true and thus the believability will be increased. So, when 

CAI is 0 and there are no excessive claims aimed at a competitor and hence, consumer 

attitudes increase as a result of augmented believability. As CAI increases from 0 to 1, 

consumer attitudes drop due to a decrease in ad believability (discounting effect). When 

CAI increases from 1 to 4, both discounting and information richness increases. The 

richer information creates a positive impact on the consumer, however, ad believability 

drops as discounting becomes more intense. Since the comparison is made to the 

competing brands by showing superiority, these claims become attributable to 

desperation due to extreme competition. This creates an inverted U-shaped curve. The 

author stated that at the extreme end of the intensely comparative ad, consumer attitudes 

drop because the negative impact of discounting outweighs the positive impact of greater 
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information richness. 

Regarding the added variable, Cognitive elaboration, the Chow & Luk, (2006b) 

hypothesized that the rotated S-shaped pattern is flatter in the low-CE condition than in 

the high-CE condition. As cognitive elaboration is the degree to which consumers think 

about or process new information, the authors use Gilbert's (1991) belief formation 

theory to explain its relationship with CAI and consumer attitudes. Gilbert (1991) 

indicated that in the first stage of characterization, beliefs are formed with little effort and 

in a positive manner to process information. This leads to the initial acceptance of the 

message. Since, the attitudes formed at this early stage are weak, the rotated S-shaped 

pattern is hypothesized to be flat under this condition. In the second stage of correction, 

consumers start to rationally examine their initial impressions with greater deliberation of 

facts. In this case, the discounting and augmenting processes are repeated and intensified 

such that attitudes become more extreme. As a result, it was hypothesized that the S-

shaped pattern will be more pronounced in the high-CE condition than in the low-CE 

condition. 

The authors explained that under high-CE conditions, consumers tend to form 

explicit memories and form implicit memories in the low-CE conditions. According to 

Mandler (1985) and Schacter (1987), explicit memories are created with more 

deliberation and effort, whereas implicit memory requires less effort. Rovee-Collier, 

Hayne, and Colombo (2001) explain that when people try to encode information into 

explicit memory, they cannot readily engage in other mental activities and thus, explicit 

memory capacity is limited. On the other hand, processing information onto explicit 

memory is fast and effortless, as it does not require conscious attentiveness. As a result, 
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information retrieval from implicit memory is not a time consuming process. Implicit 

memory effects are observable after a week's delay (Tulving, Schacter, & Stark, 1982), 

whereas explicit memory is negatively affected by time elapsed  (Singh, Rothschild, & 

Churchill, 1988). This led to the finding that consumer attitudes formed by comparative 

advertising in low-CE conditions are more persistent than those formed in high-CE 

conditions. 

To test the hypotheses, Chow & Luk, (2006b) recruited undergraduate students 

from a university in Hong Kong. Print ads were used in the experiment to manipulate 

CAI with a 5 x 2 x 2 factorial design. The experiment had five levels of CAI (0-4), two 

levels of cognitive elaboration and two points in time (week 1 and week 2). The first two 

factors were between subject while time was a repeated measurement and within-

subjects. The participants first engaged in the experimental task, which was to view a test 

ad for a fictitious brand of notebook computers. The experimental stimuli comprised of 

five different test ads with varying levels of CAI. Notebook computers were used as the 

product in the ads after a pilot study indicated that it was the most relevant product. The 

relevant attributes that were incorporated in the ads, according to the pilot study were 

weight, price and shape. A fictitious brand "COSMO" was used to eliminate confounding 

effects of prior experience and the competing brand was "Samsung" because of its 

reputation and product features. The ad included a picture of an elephant in the middle 

with text in the lower part, which was changed according to varying levels of CAI. 

Comparative advertising intensity was manipulated according to Donthu's (1992) formula 

on the print ads. 

For low-cognitive elaboration, a distraction task was used where participants were 
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asked to search for some key words in the dummy magazines. Whereas, for the high-

cognitive condition, participants were asked to pay close attention to the ads, as they 

would be asked to evaluate and provide a justification of the ads after viewing. The 

dependent measures included attitudes toward the product, which was measured used 

four pairs of bipolar adjectives (1) bad/good, (2) dislike/like, (3) unpleasant/pleasant, and 

(4) poor quality/high quality (Mitchell & Olson, 1981). Another measure was attitude 

toward the test ads that also used four pairs of bipolar adjectives, (1) bad/good, (2) 

dislike/like, (3) uninteresting/interesting, and (4) irritating/not irritating (Mitchell & 

Olson, 1981). Buying intention was measured using a bipolar item (very unlikely to 

buy/very likely to buy). Responses to all nine items were made on an 11-point likert scale 

and the average score from all items was used to form a composite score that represented 

attitude (for time 1 and time 2). Manipulation check for CAI was done by asking 

participants to rate the intensity of the comparisons in the ads on four bipolar adjectives 

(1) implicit/explicit, (2) indirect/direct, (3) implied/specific, and (4) brief/detailed. The 

responses were then made on an 11-point likert scale. Manipulation check for cognitive 

elaboration was done by using three items from Fitzsimons and Shiv (2001): (1) “the 

extent to which I thought about the advertisements,” (2) “the time I spent on thinking 

about the advertisements,” and (3) “the amount of attention I paid to the advertisements.” 

Responses to these were also made on an 11-point likert scale. A moderated regression 

approach (Aiken & West, 1991) was adopted instead of ANOVA. The authors explained 

that this was done due to moderated regression approach being more statistically efficient 

than ANOVA. The regression equation that was used was: Attitude = a + b1CE + b2CAI 

+ b3CAI2 + b4CAI3 + b5(CAI X CE) + b6(CAI2 X CE) + b7(CAI3 X CE) + e. In this 
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equation, CE was a dummy variable and represented the level of cognitive elaboration 

(0= low CE, 1= high CE). The coefficient b4 is associated with the cubic term and hence, 

the S-shaped pattern. The coefficient b7 showed the interaction between the cubic term 

and CE. Since the term CAI3 in the equation explained significantly more variance than 

the quadratic or linear term, hypothesis 1 was supported. Since the interaction term CAI3 

x CE was significant, hypothesis 2 was supported as well. The cubic term (CAI3) was 

significant in the high CE condition but not in the low-CE condition. This explained why 

the curve was flatter in the low- CE (vs. high-CE) condition. Furthermore, attitudes were 

measured at Time 1 and Time 2 in a repeated-measures regression analysis. By plotting 

the attitudes in the high and low-CE condition, it showed that the decline in attitude was 

more pronounced for the high-CE condition than in the low-CE condition. 

 Comparative advertising can either be positive or negative, which can result in 

different responses from consumers. Hence, Jain (1993) focused on the valence of 

comparison i.e. positive and negative comparative advertisements. In this paper, positive 

comparative advertising means that a brand claims superiority over its competitor’s brand 

in non-derogatory manner, whereas negative comparative advertising means that a brand 

claims superiority by degrading the competitor’s brand. The authors explored whether (1) 

a negative comparative ad evoked lower claim acceptance and a higher counter 

argumentation than a positive comparative ad, (2) whether a high-share or highly reputed 

advertised brand and a low-share or weakly reputed comparison brand in a comparative 

advertisement (positive or negative) evoked higher claim acceptance than a low share or 

weakly reputed advertised brand and a high share or strongly reputed comparison brand, 

(3) Whether there is an interaction between valence of comparative ads and market 
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share/reputation of featured brands. In study 1, two factors were considered, whether an 

advertisement is positive or negative and whether a brand has a high or low market share 

than the comparison brand. In study 2, market share was replaced with a high or low 

reputation of the advertised brand compared to a competitor’s brand. The dependent 

variables studied were counter argumentation (refutation of claimed) and claim 

acceptance of the advertised brand. The two studies employed a 2x4 factorial design. The 

product category selected was jeans for study 1 and shoes (sneakers) for study 2. The 

author indicated that this product category seemed uniform with a student sample 

according to previous research. 

The results supported the hypothesis and showed that the positive comparison 

elicited higher claim acceptance than a negative comparison. This claim acceptance was 

also higher when the advertised brand had a higher market share. This was true even 

when the market shares of both brands were high. However, there was no difference 

when market shares of both brands were low. Counter argumentation was higher with 

negative comparison but it was lower when the advertised brand had a higher market 

share than the comparison brand. The results further indicated that brand reputation did 

not have a significant impact on counter argumentation. 

Thompson, & Hamilton (2006) stressed on how it is important for the ad format 

to match with a consumer's mode of information processing to enhance the 

advertisement's effectiveness. In this article, the research question presented by  

Thompson, & Hamilton (2006) is whether a comparative or non-comparative ad will be 

more effective when consumers use imagery processing i.e. thinking about themselves 

using the advertised product or if the consumer uses an analytical processing mode i.e. 
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carefully weighing the positive and negative attributes of the product. The authors present 

three studies that examine the effects of consistency between ad format and the 

consumer's mode of information processing (imagery or analytical processing) on 

information processability (the ease with which information is processed) and ad 

effectiveness. In the first study, a 2 (processing instructions: analytical or imagery 

processing) x 2 (ad format: non-comparative or comparative ad) between-subject design 

was used. The experiment used cars as a product and fictitious brands. For Analytical 

processing, participants were asked to evaluate the product (car). Asking participants to 

analytically view the brand in terms of market share and reputation rather than the 

attributes of the product could also extend this study. The results indicated that in the 

analytical conditions, the message in the comparative ad was more persuasive than the 

message in non-comparative ad; the reverse was true in the imagery conditions. This 

interactive effect of processing instructions and ad format on message persuasiveness was 

mediated by ease of evaluation and processing fluency. In the second study, executional 

cues were used to manipulate each type of processing independently. Moreover, a new 

brand was compared with an establish brand, as research points out that comparative ads 

are more effective than non comparative ads for a new brand than for an established 

brand (Grewal et al., 1997). The results showed that the interaction between imagery cue 

and ad format was significant for brand evaluations and purchase intentions but not for ad 

evaluations. According to the authors this non-significant result was driven by the lack of 

difference in ad evaluations in the mixed cue condition (imagery and analytical cues 

present). Hence, on comparing the single cue, no cue and mixed cue conditions; the 

results replicated the earlier findings that when the ad presented an imagery cue, non-
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comparative ads were effective and when the ads presented only an analytical cue, 

comparative ads were more effective. In the case when both cues were present, 

comparative and noncomparative ads were equally effective. This was because the 

imagery cue inhibited analytical processing. 

 

2.2: Ad Format (Direct & Indirect Comparative Advertising) 
 

This study primarily investigates three types of comparative advertising formats: 

(1) Direct Comparative, (2) Indirect Comparative, and (3) Noncomparative. The purpose 

of exploring these different types of comparative advertisements is to identify how a 

consumer perceives an advertised product or brand that is being compared to its 

competitor(s). 

 

2.2.1: Direct Comparative advertising 
 
 
 Direct comparative advertisements explicitly identify the competition and 

encourage consumers to use this reference point during encoding and forming mental 

representations. Vijayalakshmi, Muehling, & Laczniak (2015) focused on comparative 

"attack" ad campaigns. These are the type of ads in which a sponsor makes a direct 

reference to another brand by using critical or even abusive statements that focus on the 

competitor's weaknesses rather than the sponsor's own strengths. According to Kalro, 

Sivakumaran and Marathe (2017), sometimes advertisers use direct comparative ads in 

which they explicitly name or show the competitors. For example, Yahoo comparing to 

Google or Gmail, Rediff, MSN, etc). 
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2.2.2: Indirect Comparative advertising 
 
 

On the other hand, indirect comparative advertisements use abstract reference 

points when comparing a brand or product to a sponsor brand's competitor(s). These 

abstract reference points include comparisons against "leading brand", "other brands" or 

"all other brands". Using these reference, it is possible that some consumers will think 

about specific competitors when exposed to an indirect comparative advertisement, 

however, there may be consumers who think about different competitors. Indirect 

comparative advertisements may make references to competitors without naming them. 

For example, BMW X3 comparing itself to other competitors by stating in an 

advertisement that "other systems merely react to the road" (Kalro et al., 2017). 

 

2.2.3: Direct vs. indirect comparative advertising 
 
 

Miniard, Barone, Rose and Manning (2006) explained that a direct comparative 

advertisement should be more effective than an indirect comparative advertisement in 

terms of positioning an advertised brand against a specific competitor. This is because 

indirect comparative advertisements may not evoke the desired encoding frame or 

enabling consumers to think how a brand compares to a competitor. They point out that 

another reason direct comparative advertisements are more effective than indirect 

comparative advertisements is due to the differences in mental representations created by 

these two types of ads. A mental representation for a direct comparative ad will include a 

reference point specific to a comparison brand (e.g. the impression that the advertised 

brand comes in more colors). However, indirect comparative advertisements may not 
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create this specific mental representation. Due to the abstract reference point that may be 

featured in an indirect comparative advertisement, an activation of specific reference 

points or competitors may not occur such as those in a direct comparative advertisement. 

Moreover, these representations are absent in nonrelative impressions (e.g. the advertised 

brand comes in different colors). Another argument presented by Miniard et al., (2006) to 

explain the differences between direct and indirect comparative advertising effectiveness 

is related to retrieval cues. According to Tulving and Thomson (1973), the encoding 

specificity principle states that when features of the encoding situation are recreated, 

retrieval is enhanced. This means that when consumers encounter a situation where 

brands or products are being compared, encoding features that influence mental 

representations in a comparative ad will serve as effective retrieval cues. Hence, their 

choice between the two brands will be based on mental representations created from an 

effective comparative ad. The authors state that this will not be effective when the 

advertised brand is being compared to a different brand. In cases like these, indirect 

comparative ads that include an abstract reference point may be more effective in 

facilitating retrieval of mental representations against 'any competitor'. 

The authors hypothesized that direct comparative advertisements are more 

effective than Indirect or noncomparative advertisements in positioning an advertised 

brand against a specific competitor. However, when positioning an advertised brand 

against the entire market, indirect comparative advertisements are more effective than 

direct or noncomparative advertisements. Similarly, direct comparative advertisements 

are more effective when positioning an advertised brand against a specific competitor in 

the ad than against the entire market. The opposite is hypothesized for indirect 
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comparative advertisements, which would be more effective in positioning an advertised 

product against the entire market than against a specific competitor. These hypotheses 

were tested using a fictitious brand of pain reliever called "Mitral-ES". Participants were 

assigned to three conditions (Direct, Indirect and noncomparative) and were exposed to 

the corresponding type of advertisements. The noncomparative advertisement contained 

claims regarding the advertised brand only, the direct comparative advertisement claimed 

the superiority of 'Mitral' to 'Extra-strength Tylenol", and indirect comparative 

advertisement claimed superiority of 'Mitral' over 'any other brand of pain relief 

medicine'. The participants answered a questionnaire that contained both relative and 

nonrelative measures, which was followed by selection of a product, 'Mitral' or 'Tylenol'. 

Although the results that were reflected in participants' attitudes and product 

choices supported the hypotheses, the authors indicated that the inferiority of indirect 

comparative advertisements for comparison against a direct competitor should be 

eliminated for those consumers who would be able to spontaneously activate this 

competitor during ad processing. Hence, the authors further hypothesized that Indirect 

comparative advertisements will be effective in claiming superiority over a direct 

competitor if the competitor is activated during ad processing, moreover, there should be 

no difference in positioning against the entire market or specific competitor when the 

competitor is activated. To test these hypotheses, participants again responded to both 

direct and indirect relative measures after exposure to an indirect comparative 

advertisement. This was followed by participants self-reporting, through open-ended 

questions that asked them to list brands that came into their mind while processing the ad. 

The findings, consistent with the hypotheses for this study, indicated that in the case of 
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indirect comparative advertisements the potential of spontaneous activation of 

competitive brands should not be ignored. Hence, an indirect comparative advertisement 

may be able to serve a two-fold purpose of comparing a brand against a specific 

competitor as well as the entire market. For the purpose of exploring comparative ad 

format, this study focuses on direct and indirect comparative advertisements, with 

noncomparative advertisement as a control group. 

Jeon and Beatty (2002) indicated that although comparative ads are processed 

centrally and are more persuasive, this effectiveness of different types of ads (direct 

comparative, indirect comparative and noncomparative) might vary depending on the 

degree of familiarity with an ad type. The authors compared cross-cultural differences in 

effectiveness of direct, indirect and noncomparative ads in terms of persuasion. The 

authors hypothesized that comparative advertisements were more effective than 

noncomparative advertisements in both cultures. Specifically for ad types, the authors 

predicted that direct comparative advertisements would be more effective than indirect 

comparative advertisements in the Korean context. For the United States context, indirect 

comparative advertisements will be more effective than direct comparative 

advertisements. 

The authors used Berlyne's (1960) explanation on how individuals who encounter 

a novel stimuli show more favorable attitudes because they switch from automatic modes 

of processing to more strategic modes to better deal and understand the new stimulus. 

Hence, the authors found that comparative ads were more effective than noncomparative 

ads regardless of the culture. Moreover, in the United States, indirect ads were found to 

be most effective because mostly direct comparative ads were used in the country and for 
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Korea, direct comparative ads were most effective because these types of comparative 

advertisements were rarely used. 

Previous research indicates that comparative ads (compared to noncomparative 

ads) are more effective when consumers use analytical processing than when they use 

imagery processing (Author et al., 2006). In their research, information-processing modes 

were used to examine consumers’ readiness to process information in either comparative 

or non-comparative ads. They stressed that an advertisement is only effective when there 

is consistency between the advertisement format and a consumer’s mode of processing 

information. However, only direct form of comparative advertising was used in their 

research. The use of information processing modes in evaluating comparative 

advertisements was extended by Kalro, Sivakumaran and Marathe, (2013), who provided 

some insights on how the information processing modes interact with comparison 

formats (direct and indirect) and its effects on perceived manipulative intent, attitude 

towards the advertisement and perceived brand differences. Their research indicated that 

external information processing cues certainly enhance or undermine consumers’ reaction 

towards a direct or indirect comparative advertisement. The results indicated that under 

analytical processing, direct comparisons were perceived to be less manipulative than 

indirect comparisons. When consumers engaged in imagery processing, direct 

comparisons were perceived as highly manipulative whereas, indirect comparisons were 

perceived as less manipulative. 

Kalro et al., (2017) investigated the relationship between comparison ad format 

(Direct vs. Indirect comparative ads) and comparison strategy ("market leader"/"multi-

brand" comparisons) and their effectiveness. Comparison ad strategy can be either 
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"market leader", which means targeting only the market leader in comparative 

advertisements or "multi-brand", which means targeting multiple brands in a comparative 

advertisement. Part of their study explored whether a brand should directly name or 

implicitly refer to the market leader when using "market leader" comparisons. Similarly, 

they investigated whether brands targeting multiple brands should name or implicitly 

refer to the brands. 

The authors used a 2 X 2 between-subjects design for their experiment and 

detergent as the test product, which is high on utility and a low-involvement product. The 

dependent variables measured were perceived manipulative intent and attitude towards 

the advertisement. In direct comparisons, the competitor was explicitly named, whereas 

in the indirect comparisons, the ad showed that "Biological Ariel" was better than the 

market leader. For the multi-brand condition, "Biological Arial" was compared to Brand 

X, Y and Z. For the implicit comparison condition, the advertised brand used similar font 

and logos as its competitor brands in the market. The results showed that the interaction 

between comparison strategy and comparative ad formats is highly significant. Hence, it 

was proven that in the multi-brand comparison condition, direct comparisons have a less 

perceived manipulative intent and in the market leader condition, indirect comparisons 

have a lesser manipulative intent. Similarly, for the multi-brand comparison condition, 

direct comparisons enhanced the attitude towards the advertisement, whereas, in the 

market leader condition, indirect comparisons were more effective in enhancing attitude 

towards the advertisement. 
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2.3: Print vs. Online advertising 
 
 

Over the past few years, the increase in the number of Internet users has allowed 

business to sell and advertise their products or services online.  This has led advertisers to 

use different methods of advertising their products or services. The growing importance 

of Internet advertising has raised the question of whether online and print advertising 

elicits different responses from consumers.  Studying the change in medium posits 

questions about cognitive processes for researchers. These questions include whether 

people remember print ads more than online ads and if these memory differences are due 

to features unique to these mediums? McLuhan (1964) indicated that the psychological 

effects of different media do outweigh the effects of the message content transmitted. He 

found that different media, specifically "new media technologies" were used for 

transmitting their own messages. The type of medium had more powerful effects than the 

content or message. Sundar, Narayan, Obregon and Uppal (1998) indicated that cognitive 

response theories such as the elaboration likelihood model (Massaro, Petty, & Cacioppo, 

1988) indicate that stimuli in certain media may be processed centrally, which means 

processing with more deliberation and greater cognitive energy. On the other hand, 

certain media may be processed "peripherally", which means, with little deliberation or 

cognitive involvement.  Moreover, by studying these differences, marketers could better 

decide which media to be included in their “media mix”. This study aims to investigate 

the differences in ad effectiveness when transmitted or presented to consumers using 

‘online’ and ‘print’ media. 

The effectiveness of an online advertisement may be assessed using page 

exposure (impressions) or actual responses (click through rates) (Danaher & Mullarkey, 
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2003). Although interactive measures or actual responses may allow for response 

quantification (Berthon, Pitt, & Watson, 1996), it may not be suitable or needed where 

advertisements have a different goal than an instantaneous response such as memory 

retention (Briggs & Hollis, 1997). Hence, this study focuses on memory retention or 

recall, which may serve as a useful indicator of measuring effectiveness of online 

advertising compared to print advertising. 

Yoo (2007) introduced the measure of implicit memory as an alternative to the 

commonly used, explicit memory to assess the effectiveness of online advertising. 

Assmus (1984) indicated that memory recall is an important condition that should be 

assessed to determine behavioral responses.  According to Lee (2002) previous studies 

that measure memory recall and recognition used explicit memory retrieval processes, 

which failed to capture the implicit part of the process when consumers make decisions.  

For web or online advertisements, consumers may intentionally avoid these ads during 

online activities (Drèze & Hussherr, 2003). This means that these online ads may lie 

outside the attention focus of the consumer and hence, lead to lower recall as well as 

responses such as click-through and conversion rates. Schacter, (1987) found that in some 

cases, the consumers are not aware of the ad or the ad is implicitly exposed, the target 

information can still be retrieved. According to Sundar et al., (1998), advertisements on 

the internet may be more incidental in nature because viewers may not be able to indicate 

the source of where they viewed an advertisement due to the multiplicity of sources in 

online media. 

The authors used a factorial design with three ad-processing manipulations 

(control vs. low vs. high). The dependent variable measured was attitude towards the ad 
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and recall. The study was conducted in a computer lab and on arrival; participants were 

categorized into the three condition groups. The control condition contained no ads and 

the other two conditions included exposure to three web pages with advertisements. Each 

participant was exposed to the web pages for two minutes. The subjects in the low 

processing (incidental exposure) condition were told that the purpose of the study was to 

assess students' verbal abilities through comprehension of the web page contents. The 

subjects in the high-processing (attentive processing) condition were told that the purpose 

of the study was to evaluate the layout, design and content of the web pages. The authors 

assessed implicit memory through word-fragment completion test. Participants' 

completion rates for target words and distractors were then calculated. Recall was 

measured by asking participants to list banner name ads that they remembered from the 

experiment. Similarly, recognition was measured by asking participants if they had seen 

each banner in the experiment. Finally, attitude towards the advertisement was measured 

using a 9-point semantic differential scale. 

Through the results, the authors found that subjects in the high processing group 

were more effective in recalling a brand that was shown in the advertisements than those 

in the low processing group. This meant that processing effort positively affected explicit 

memory performance. Furthermore, the results indicated that ad-processing efforts do not 

indicate implicit memory performance. It was found that subjects reported a greater 

completion rate of the word-fragment task for the target words than for the distractors. It 

was deduced that implicit memory performance was significantly increased by a single 

exposure to a web or online advertisement. Attitude towards the advertisements in the 

low processing effort group were more positive than those in the control group. Although 
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the high processing group had more favorable attitudes towards the advertisement than 

the control group, there was no statistical difference between the high and low processing 

conditions. Although the authors found that implicit memory has a positive effect on the 

attitude towards the advertisement, this effect was not statistically significant. 

Through identical advertisements transmitted through different media, Sundar, 

Narayan, Obregon and Uppal (1998) explored whether there were differences in memory 

recall and recognition of advertisements as well as news content. The purpose of this 

study was to investigate the differences in incidental memory for print and online 

advertisements while controlling for other (non-ad) memory differences. The dependent 

variable measured in this study was incidental memory for ad content. 

The authors used a between-subjects experiment and exposed the front page of a 

fictitious newspaper to the participants. The participants were divided into online and 

print conditions equally and answered recall and recognition questions through a paper-

and-pencil questionnaire. The results indicated that individuals who were exposed to 

news stories and ads in the print form had a better recall than individuals exposed to the 

same stories and ads in the online form. A reason for this result given by the authors was 

that online advertising is a relatively new medium; hence participants were less attentive 

to attributes like advertising. This was corroborated by the results that indicated that there 

were no media-based differences for the news content, but there were lower levels of 

processing for the advertisements in the online condition. Since online advertising has 

increased such that marketers are using this media for advertising to a large extent, this 

media may no longer be viewed as novel to consumers. Hence, this study assumes that 

Internet is indeed one of the most popular forms of advertising media, especially for 
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brands targeting the younger generation who are well equipped and digitally 

knowledgeable to use this medium. 

 Danaher and Mullarkey (2003) indicated factors that would influence web 

advertising effectiveness in terms of higher recall and recognition of banner 

advertisements. The factors that may influence this effectiveness may include quantity of 

text, web page background color and duration of web page exposure. Chatterjee, 

Hoffman, & Novak (2003) indicated that one of the most common forms of advertising 

on the web is 'banner advertising'. This form of advertisement is a "billboard-like" 

graphic that appears on a website and can also serve as a link to another site to purchase 

or view the product/service in detail. Hence, in the experimental website, two banner 

advertisements were used as the target stimuli for advertising memory testing. Since, the 

sample consisted of only students, the website represented a new portal site for university 

students. This website contained a variety of pages that included text and graphic 

information. After exposure, the participants answered a questionnaire electronically. The 

authors used a 3 (Time Duration) X 2 (website content complexity) X 2 (Web Page 

Background Complexity) X 2 (Banner Advertising Structure) between-subjects factorial 

design. Time duration for which the web advertisement was exposed to the participants 

was for 20s, 40s and 60s. Website content complexity was either simple or complex 

textually. Background complexity was either simple (one-color) or complex (textured 

three-dimension background). Banner advertising structure was either a simple banner 

(only the target banner advertisement present at the top of each page) or a supplemented-

banner (two smaller banners also placed blow the target advertisement). The dependent 

variables measured were unaided recall, aided recall and recognition. The authors found 
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that web page exposure is a key determinant of banner advertising recall. Which means 

that the longer a person stays on a website, the more likely it is for them to remember a 

banner advertisement on that particular page. The results indicated that a minimum level 

of exposure of 40s is required, but when an individual is surfing (compared to a goal-

directed approach), advertising recognition does not increase after 40s of exposure. The 

findings also indicated that scores for recognition were higher than both, aided and 

unaided recall. 

Dijkstra, Buijtels and van Raaij (2005) conducted an empirical study to cognitive, 

affective and conative responses to television, print and internet advertisements. From 

their results it was found that internet advertising did not lead to a higher affective 

response, however, it showed a greater conative response due to the ability of the 

consumers to purchase a product directly from the online advertisement. Leong, Huang 

and Stanners (1998) conducted a study that compared traditional media with websites for 

business managers and operators. They concluded that both channels are capable of 

communicating comprehensive information. According to Bergstrom (2000), online 

advertising is effective in terms of both, communicating corporate messages and 

strengthening brand equity. Moreover, due to the interactive nature of online 

advertisements, consumers can actively manage their interaction with the medium 

(Hoffman & Novak, 1996). According to Lindstädt, Budzinski, Lindstädt and Budzinski, 

(2012), online advertisements in comparison to newspaper advertisements, offers better 

targeting opportunities for advertisers, as it is possible to obtain information such as 

websites visited, ads clicked on and products/services searched for. 
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Yoon and Kim (2001) investigated consumer responses to online advertising 

compared to traditional media advertising (Newspapers, Magazines, and Radio). The 

authors found that the respondents viewed Internet as the best medium in terms of media 

preference but lagged behind TV in advertising effectiveness. Their study also showed 

that Internet is a better-suited medium for individuals who are highly involved and 

rationally oriented consumers to fulfill their information needs. Hence, the sample 

(Undergraduate students) chosen for this study (as explained later) are both highly 

involved and rationally oriented consumers. Furthermore, this research is the first to 

indicate whether online comparative advertisements elicit a different response from 

consumers than print advertisements. 

2.4: Summary of Literature Review and Research Gap 
 

To summarize the literature on comparative advertising, research explores 

different independent variables such as commitment level towards the advertised and 

compared-to brand (Vijayalakshmi, Muehling, & Laczniak, 2015); Intensity of 

comparative advertisements, cognitive elaboration (Chow and Luk, 2006); nature of 

comparison (positive or negative), market share of brand (Jain, 1993); advertisement 

processing differences of consumers (Thompson and Hamilton, 2006); Belief towards the 

brand (Miniard, Barone, Rose, and Manning, 2006); culture of the market a brand is 

advertised in (Jeon, Beatty, 2002); mode of processing advertisements (Thompson and 

Hamilton, 2006); advertisment comparison strategy (Kalro and Marathe, 2017). The 

dependent variables studied in previous relevent research include attitude towards the 

brand (Vijayalakshmi, Muehling, & Laczniak, 2015); attitude towards the advertised and 
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comparison brand (Chow and Luk, 2006); counter argumentation (refutation of claims) 

and claim acceptance of the advertised brand (Jain, 1993); message persuasiveness, 

Analytical/Imagery fluency, Ad effectiveness (Thompson and Hamilton, 2006); Response 

favorability (Miniard et. all., 2006); brand beliefs, brand attitudes, purchase intentions 

(Jeon, Beatty, 2002); and Perceived manipulative intent (Kalro and Marathe, 2017). Most 

of the studies used undergraduate students as samples and were conducted through online 

surveys/questionnaires or online survey panels such as MTurk.  

This study fills the gaps in literature by assessing consumers’ responses to 

advertisements of different formats i.e. Direct comparative, Indirect comparative and 

Noncomparative advertisements. Moreover, with the increase in digital media and the 

need for more research on how traditional media (print) differs from online media, this 

study explores how consumers’ memory recall of different formats differ when viewed 

on these two forms of mediums. Finally, this research explores the link between a 

consumers’ memory recall of comparative advertisements and their intent to purchase the 

advertised product or brand.  
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Chapter 3: Hypotheses 
 

3.1: Direct vs. Indirect Advertisements 

Following from the argument that comparative advertisements are generally 

perceived to be more effective than noncomparative and indirect comparative ads with 

moderating variables such as culture (Jeon & Beatty, 2002), brand novelty (White Nye, 

Roth, Shimp, & Roth, 2008), perceived informativeness (Grewal et al., 1997),  

information processing modes (Kalro et al., 2013), it could also mean that direct 

comparative advertisements have a greater memory recall than noncomparative 

advertisements. This leads to the hypothesis that: 

 

H1a: Means for memory recall are different for direct comparative advertisements than 

that of noncomparative advertisements. 

 

H1b: Means for memory recall are different for direct comparative advertisements than 

that of indirect comparative advertisements. 

 

3.2: Online vs. Print advertising 

 
Although there is a conflicting view on the effectiveness of advertisements for the 

online vs. print medium, I believe it is important to consider how consumers would 

classify advertisements on each medium. The increase in Internet for various purposes 

has indeed allowed marketers to advertise their products and services on this medium. 
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However, this increase also means that consumers may have trouble recalling the source 

of an advertisement viewed online due to the vast amount of sources and information 

they may come across. On the other hand, consumers may be able to point out the exact 

source of an advertisement viewed in a newspaper or print and similarly, evaluate it 

higher than for an advertisement viewed online. Similarly, according to Sundar et al., 

(1998), consumers view the Internet to be a ‘free information network and 

psychologically consider all content on it as ‘free-floating’ than carefully packaged 

products of advertising and marketing. This leads to the hypothesis that: 

 

H2: Means for memory recall for print advertisements are different than that of online 

advertisements. 

 

Extending research on advertising format (Direct vs. Indirect), which was mostly 

conducted on traditional media (Magazines, Newspapers and other forms of print 

documents), a similar effect may be observed and transferred onto the online medium 

(i.e. Advertisements found on the internet). This leads to the hypothesis that: 

 

H3: Compared to Online medium, means for memory recall for direct comparative 

advertisements (vs. Indirect comparative advertisements) are different to that of print 

medium.  
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3.3: Purchase intention 

Purchase intention is indeed the ultimate goal of many advertisers. According to 

Spears and Singh (2004), purchase intention is different from attitude such that it is a 

conscious plan of an individual to make an effort to purchase a brand.  This dependent 

variable is used to further emphasize the importance of print medium such that a better 

memory recall would also mean a greater purchase intention. This leads to the hypothesis 

that: 

 

H4: Compared to Online medium, means for purchase intention for direct advertisements 

(vs. indirect comparative advertisements) are different to that of Print medium 

 

To test these hypotheses, the following section includes a detailed account of 

methodology used. 
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Chapter 4: Research Methodology 
 
 

4.1: Design 

 
 

This study follows a 3 (Direct vs. Indirect vs. Noncomparative advertisement) x 2 

(Print vs. Online medium) between-subjects design. The dependent variables that this 

study measures are memory recall and Purchase intention. The participants recruited for 

this study were University of Guelph undergraduate students as described in detail below. 

The data obtained was analyzed first using MANOVA, with independent variables Ad 

Format and Medium and combined dependent variable as response time of each question 

in the study to test the hypotheses if the means are different. The data was further 

analyzed using ANOVA, with independent variables Ad Format and Medium and in this 

case, dependent variable as combined response time of questions that tested memory 

recall of the product and brand. All the results were analyzed using the IBM SPSS 

statistical software and excel. 

 

4.2: Sample 

 
 The sample included University of Guelph Undergraduate students who were 

given the incentive of course credits to participate in the online study. These participants 

were recruited online through the Marketing and Consumer Studies department system 

called SONA. The original sample size included 206 participants. Out of these responses, 

one participant did not consent to participate, while 11 participants did not complete the 
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study or did not answer any question. Hence, the final sample size included 195 

participants.  

4.3: Product and brand selection 

 
 

The product category selected for the purpose of this study was processed foods, 

more specifically, Noodle soup. This product was selected due to its relevance and 

familiarity to undergraduate students. The sponsor brand is Progresso, a well-known 

American processed foods company. The comparison brands (in the direct comparative 

advertisement category) are ‘Select Harvest’ and ‘Healthy Choice’. Progresso is a sub-

brand of General Mills and produces several categories of processed foods such as soups, 

beans, vinegar and sauce. For the Progresso Soup category, the range of products 

includes traditional, light, vegetable, noodle, and vegetarian soup. For this study, we used 

Progresso Noodle Soup as the product that is used in advertisements. Select Harvest, one 

of the competitor products is a product by Campbell’s. This brand is also known for 

processed foods such as sauces, soups, spaghetti and other organic foods. For this study, 

we used Campbell’s Select Harvest Soup as the comparison product. The other 

comparison brand is Healthy choice in the processed food industry. This brand 

specializes in canned soup, noodles, chicken, beef, dumplings and rice. For this study we 

used Healthy Choice soup as the comparison product. These brands are known 

competitors of Progresso; hence this competition can be clearly seen in the comparative 

advertisements (Appendix 10). 
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4.4: Materials 

 
 

The direct comparative advertisement included the sponsor brand (Progresso) in a 

front and center position with the two comparison brands (Select Harvest and Healthy 

Choice) at the back and are slightly blurred. The advertisement was manipulated or edited 

by adding the comparison brands’ cans at the back and text at the bottom, as the original 

image only contained the Progresso noodle soup cans. As shown in Appendix 10, the 

direct comparative advertisement explicitly used names of the comparison brands. 

The indirect comparative advertisement used the same original image of 

Progresso cans and did not show images of the comparison brands. As shown in 

Appendix1, the indirect comparative advertisement, with the addition of text at the 

bottom, implicitly compared the sponsor brand with “all other” soup brands. 

The noncomparative advertisement also contained the original image of the 

Progresso cans and did not show any other comparison brands. As shown in Appendix10, 

the noncomparative advertisement, with the addition of text at the bottom, only highlights 

its own qualities and did not compare with any other brands. 

For the print advertisement, the comparative advertisement was inserted in a 3-

page extract from the University of Guelph magazine, ‘Portico’ (Spring 2017 Edition). 

Portico Magazine is the official University of Guelph magazine that is mailed to Alumni 

and friends of the university three times a year (Portico Magazine). Each copy is 

downloadable in a PDF format; hence the magazine was shown to the participants in a 

similar format. Each ad format (Direct, Indirect and noncomparative) was inserted at the 

back-end of the magazine by manually editing the picture. 

According to Rodgers and Thorson (2000), most individuals enter the cyberspace 
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with a goal or agenda in mind. This means that consumers may already be motivated to 

purchase a particular product when they are exposed to an advertisement for a particular 

product or service. In order to eliminate this inherent motivation, this study used 

‘sponsored’ advertisements embedded in a news article, particularly from the website 

‘CBC News’. Each ad format (Direct, Indirect and noncomparative) is inserted in the 

middle of the CBC news article. The advertisement was shown to the participants in the 

form of a screenshot so they would be able to identify that this is an advertisement in a 

news article. 

According to Lindstädt et al. (2012), online advertisements in comparison to 

newspaper advertisements offer a variety of multimedia options such as text, audio and 

video. However, in order to compare online and print advertisements, only a picture 

format (that includes an image and text) was used. The entire study was conducted on 

Qualtrics, where participants were exposed to both Print (PDF format of the magazine) 

and Online (Website screenshot of the news website) comparative advertisements and 

answered questions pertaining to the study. 

 

4.5: Procedure 

 
 

The study included six treatment conditions (Print Direct, Print Indirect, Print 

Noncomparative, Online Direct, Online Indirect and Online Noncomparative) where each 

condition viewed the stimuli separately. Since the entire study was conducted on 

Qualtrics, the study began by showing two unrelated images of advertisements 

(Appendix1) to both online and print groups. This was followed by a series of math 

questions (filler task) to investigate memory retention after a short unrelated exercise. 
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This was followed by two questions related to the two advertisements shown, which was 

done to test whether participants are attentive towards the material and are answering 

questions consistent to the images shown. 

For the print group, participants were told that the purpose of the study is to 

determine the quality of magazine (Portico) pages and the material used. After a brief 

description of the magazine, participants were shown the three-page extract of the Portico 

magazine according to the ad format condition (direct, indirect and noncomparative). 

After a series of math and pattern questions (filler task), participants answered some 

open-ended questions about different elements of the magazine such as cover page, 

articles and advertisements used. Followed by another filler task, participants answered a 

series of Yes/No and stem completion questions. These questions were timed to indicate 

how quickly they answered. The number of correct answers and a shorter time indicated a 

better memory recall. 

For the online group, participants were told that the purpose of the study is to 

determine the quality of the news article and webpage (CBC News). Participants were 

shown a series of screenshots of the same article and were asked to go through it. One of 

the screenshots contained the comparative advertisement according to the ad format 

condition (direct, indirect and noncomparative). After a series of math and pattern 

questions, participants answered some open-ended questions about different elements of 

the website such as the article, color theme of the website and advertisements used. 

Followed by another filler task, participants answered a series of Yes/No and stem 

completion questions. Like the print condition, these questions were also timed to 
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indicate how quickly they answered. A shorter response time indicated a better memory 

recall. 

Finally, purchase intention was measured with two sets of questions asking 

participants on a 5-point scale, adopted from Laroche, Cleveland and Maravelakis 

(2006): (1) ‘How likely is it that you would purchase Brand A the next time a product of 

this nature is needed?’ and (2) ‘What is the state of your intention in purchasing Brand A 

the next time a product of this nature is needed?’. The purpose of the study was explained 

to each participant at the end of the study. 
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Chapter 5: Hypothesis Testing & Research Findings 

 
Table 1 shows the frequencies of participants in each of the six treatment 

conditions. Treatment 1, which is the ‘Print Direct comparative advertisement’ condition 

contained 33 respondents. Treatment 2, which is the ‘Print Indirect comparative 

advertisement’ condition, contained 32 respondents, Treatment 3, which is the ‘Print 

Noncomparative advertisement’ condition contained 31 respondents. Treatment 4, which 

is the ‘Online Direct Comparative advertisement’ condition, contained 34 respondents. 

Treatment 5, which is the ‘Online Indirect comparative advertisement’ condition, 

contained 34 respondents. Treatment 6, which is the ‘Online Noncomparative 

advertisement’ condition, contained 31 participants. Similarly, for each of the three Ad 

format conditions, Direct Comparative advertisement condition contained 67 

respondents, Indirect Comparative advertisement condition contained 66 respondents, 

and Noncomparative advertisement condition contained 62 respondents. For each of the 

two Medium conditions, Print Medium contained 96 respondents, and Online Medium 

condition contained 99 respondents. Appendix1 shows the description of each variable 

used in this study.  
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Treatment Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

1 33 16.9 16.9 16.9 

2 32 16.4 16.4 33.3 

3 31 15.9 15.9 49.2 

4 34 17.4 17.4 66.7 

5 34 17.4 17.4 84.1 

6 31 15.9 15.9 100 

Total 195 100 100 

 
1= Print-Direct Comparative Ad, 2= Print-Indirect Comparative Ad, 3= Print-

Noncomparative Ad, 4=Online-Direct Comparative Ad, 5=Online-Indirect 

Comparative Ad, 6=Online-Noncomparative Ad 

Table 1- Table summarizing frequencies of participants across all six treatment conditions 

 
 

5.1: Summary for Response Times (Memory Recall) 

 
Response time to answer each question was used to analyze the short-term 

memory recall for the advertisement, the slogan used and the brands in the advertisement. 

The summary of the mean values of the two interactions in Table 2 shows the mean 

response times and standard deviation for each question for all six conditions. The table 

shows 12 response times which indicated the time taken for participants to answer a 

particular question based on their awareness, recall of the brand and product. As 

indicated, pertaining to Ad Format for all questions that tested participants’ memory 

recall of the advertisement and brand: (1) Direct comparative advertisements had smaller 

mean response times than for Indirect comparative advertisements, (2) Direct 

comparative advertisements had smaller mean response times for noncomparative 

advertisements, (3) Indirect comparative advertisements had smaller mean response times 

than for noncomparative advertisements. For each condition the mean response times 
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indicated that: (1) Print Direct comparative advertisements had smaller response times 

than Online Direct comparative advertisements, (2) Print Indirect comparative 

advertisements had smaller response times than Online Indirect comparative 

advertisements, (3) Online Noncomparative advertisements had smaller response times 

than Print noncomparative advertisements. Hence, we can say that Print medium had 

smaller response times than for online medium. However, since the response times 

indicated a large variance (Table 2), log transformation was used on the collected data. 

Table 3 shows the mean response times for each question on brand and advertisement 

awareness across all six-treatment conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table 2- Table summarizing means and standard deviations of response times for each question across all six treatment conditions 

   

Response Time 1 Response Time 2 Response Time 3 Response Time 4 Response Time 5 Response Time 6 

Ad 

Format 

 

Medium 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 Average 8.95 21.33 9.39 12.41 7.89 7.36 8.93 8.28 29.52 30.44 24.22 32.25 

 

Std_Dev 11.35 35.12 17.20 14.44 5.39 3.85 10.37 7.47 46.19 35.55 50.11 48.39 

              2 Average 10.55 26.53 14.05 11.92 6.43 12.62 10.69 14.70 42.91 33.99 27.78 46.45 

 

Std_Dev 11.35 38.34 17.20 8.79 1.83 13.32 12.20 7.47 58.38 31.16 38.92 80.12 

              3 Average 9.34 29.88 13.13 29.88 7.53 10.15 7.41 10.33 30.14 43.92 35.05 21.72 

 

Std_Dev 8.03 30.28 9.10 30.28 5.44 11.32 5.50 9.49 41.68 43.80 45.10 24.42 

               

               

               

   

Response Time 7 Response Time 8 Response Time 9 Response Time 10 Response Time 11 Response Time 12 

Ad 

Format 

 

Medium 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 Average 9.47 13.80 62.59 39.00 10.16 22.31 6.23 7.91 4.05 5.40 34.15 32.53 

 

Std_Dev 8.79 18.35 122.97 46.17 13.72 57.58 6.79 8.78 2.90 7.16 41.56 33.52 

              2 Average 11.06 11.19 96.06 203.11 17.55 23.89 6.33 7.56 6.09 3.93 36.46 54.81 

 

Std_Dev 10.68 13.09 157.40 812.63 23.91 57.58 3.44 8.40 8.77 2.69 37.50 92.56 

              3 Average 10.91 8.86 65.70 103.59 22.31 37.64 5.67 6.14 5.16 4.90 35.46 31.08 

 

Std_Dev 10.34 6.28 83.56 303.96 57.58 96.37 4.05 3.24 8.80 5.33 43.34 43.34 



 

 

      Response Time 1 Response Time 2 Response Time 3 Response Time 4 Response Time 5 Response Time 6 

Ad 

Format 

 

Medium 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 Average 0.81 1.08 0.80 0.93 0.84 0.82 0.83 0.81 1.23 1.29 1.10 1.18 

 

Std_Dev 0.29 0.40 0.29 0.35 0.21 0.21 0.29 0.30 0.42 0.41 0.44 0.52 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

2 Average 0.91 1.19 1.06 0.99 0.79 0.94 0.88 0.98 1.40 1.38 1.21 1.27 

 

Std_Dev 0.29 0.40 0.29 0.26 0.13 0.35 0.34 0.30 0.43 0.38 0.43 0.57 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

3 Average 0.87 1.36 1.05 1.36 0.81 0.87 0.77 0.89 1.25 1.39 1.22 1.15 

 

Std_Dev 0.28 0.29 0.24 0.29 0.22 0.31 0.33 0.30 0.41 0.52 0.47 0.38 

  

              

  

                

 

  Response Time 7 Response Time 8 Response Time 9 Response Time 10 Response Time 11 Response Time 12 

Ad 

Format 

 

Medium 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 Average 0.86 0.94 1.28 1.31 0.88 1.13 0.70 0.78 0.54 0.59 1.32 1.31 

 

Std_Dev 0.30 0.37 0.68 0.52 0.27 0.45 0.25 0.28 0.23 0.30 0.41 0.43 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

2 Average 0.92 0.90 1.52 1.56 1.01 1.00 0.76 0.76 0.62 0.53 1.35 1.36 

 

Std_Dev 0.33 0.33 0.68 0.75 0.41 0.45 0.18 0.28 0.32 0.21 0.45 0.55 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

3 Average 0.90 0.86 1.51 1.39 1.13 1.08 0.69 0.73 0.56 0.56 1.37 1.26 

 

Std_Dev 0.34 0.27 0.52 0.65 0.45 0.53 0.23 0.23 0.28 0.31 0.43 0.43 

Table 3- - Table summarizing means and standard deviations of log transformed response times for each question across all six treatment conditions 



 

 

5.2: MANOVA Analysis 

 
To confirm this preliminary analysis and pattern based on mean response times, a two-

way MANOVA was run with independent variables, Ad Format and Medium, and dependent 

variables as Response Times (for each question). We can also explain this analysis in terms of 

linear regression using the following equation: 

 

𝑌 = 𝛽𝑜 +  𝛽1(𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡) +  𝛽2(𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡) +  𝛽3(𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚) +  𝛽4(𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚)

+  𝛽5 (𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 ∗ 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚) 

 Where, Direct = (1,0) 

  Indirect = (1,0) 

  Medium = (1, 0) 

Hence, we can say if either medium or Ad format i.e. Direct or Indirect comparative 

advertisements are ‘0’ in this case, the hypothesis will not be supported.  

In evaluating the two-way MANOVA results, the analysis began with determining 

whether there is a statistically significant interaction effect between the two independent 

variables (Ad format and Medium) on the combined dependent variables (Response times). 

Multivariate tests (Appendix 3) indicates that there was a statistically significant 

interaction effect between Ad Format and Medium on the combined dependent variables 

(response times), F (24, 356) = 1.634, p = .032, Wilks' Λ = .811. Since the interaction effect 

between Ad Format and Medium on response times is significant, we further our analysis by 

analyzing the univariate interaction effects i.e. the interaction effects of independent variables on 

each dependent variable (response time) separately. 
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For the univariate interaction effects, the between-subject test (Appendix 4) indicate that 

there was a statistically significant interaction effect between Ad Format and Medium for time 

response question: “What claim did Progresso make in the advertisement?” F(2, 189) = 9.148, p< 

.005,  but not for questions: “Portico is a magazine for University of Guelph Alumni” and “What 

was the percentage increase in tuition fee from international students in Ontario over the last 4 

years? from CBC article”, F(2, 189) = 2.284, p= .105; “Progresso cans in the advertisement had 

"Rich & Hearty" written on top” F(2, 189) = 1.935, p= .147;  “The Net WT of each can, 

according to the advertisement is 17.04 OZ”, F(2, 189) = .918, p= .401, “Stem completion for 

NOODLES”, F(2, 189) = .604, p= .548; “Stem completion for KRAFT”, F(2, 189) = .491, p= 

.613; “Stem completion for SOUP”, F(2, 189) = .618, p= .540; “Stem completion for CHOICE”, 

F(2, 189) = .330, p= .719, “Jumbled word completion for CHOICE”, F(2, 189) = .782, p= .459; 

“Did you see the following logo in any of the advertisements?”, F(2, 189) = .459, p= .633, Did 

you see the following logo in any of the advertisements?”, F(2, 189) = .989, p= .374, “Jumbled 

word completion for PROGRESSO”, F(2, 189) = .352, p= .704. This means that only the 

response time for one of the advertisement claims was significant. All other brand and product 

recall times were not significant. 

 

5.2.1 Ad format 

 
The between-subject factors table (Appendix 2) shows the division of the number of 

participants for each of the three Ad format conditions i.e. Direct Comparative advertisements, 

Indirect Comparative advertisements and Noncomparative advertisements. We now see whether 

there was a statistically significant main effect of Ad format on response times and purchase 
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intention.  

The analysis shows that the main effect of Ad format on the combined dependent 

variables (response times) was statistically significant, F (24, 356)= 2.730, p < .05, Wilks' Λ = 

.713. Considering the statistically significant main effect of Ad format on response times, we 

move on to conduct a univariate main effect of Ad format on each of the response times. The test 

of between-subject tests (Appendix 4) indicate that there was a statistically significant main 

effect of Ad Format for response time questions “Portico is a magazine for University of Guelph 

Alumni” and “From CBC article, what was the percentage increase in tuition fee from 

international students in Ontario over the last 4 years?”, F(2, 189) = 4.570, p = .012 and “What 

claim did Progresso make in the advertisement?”, F (2, 189) = 23.065, p < 0.001, but not for 

questions: “Progresso cans in the advertisement had "Rich & Hearty" written on top”, F(2, 189) 

= .378, p = .685; “The Net WT of each can, according to the advertisement is 17.04 OZ”, F(2, 

189) = 2.324, p = .101; “Stem completion for NOODLES”, F(2, 189) = 1.534, p = .218; “Stem 

completion for KRAFT”, F(2, 189) = .778, p = .461; “Stem completion for SOUP”, F(2, 189) = 

.146, p = .864; “Stem completion for CHOICE”, F(2, 189) = 2.450, p = .089; “Jumbled word 

completion for HEALTHY”, F(2, 189) = 2.360, p = .097; “Did you see the following logo in any 

of the advertisements?”, F(2, 189) = .730, p = .483; “Did you see the following logo in any of the 

advertisements?”, F(2, 189) = .068, p = .934; “Jumbled word completion for 

PROGRESSO”, F(2, 189) = .198, p = .820 

This result indicates that for a particular ad format, only the response times for question 

on Portico Magazine/CBC article and one of the claims made in the advertisement were 

statistically significant. Despite the significant results for two of the response times, based on 

insufficient evidence we cannot conclude that compared to noncomparative ads; mean response 
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times for direct comparative advertisements will be different (H1a). Similarly, considering the 

data obtained, we did not find sufficient evidence that compared to indirect comparative ads; 

direct comparative ads will have different means for memory recall (H1b). Hence, hypothesis 1a 

and 1b are not supported. 

 

5.2.2 Medium 

 
The between-subject factors table (Appendix 2) shows the division of the number of 

participants for each of the two Medium conditions i.e. Print and online. We now see whether 

there was a statistically significant main effect of medium on response times and purchase 

intention. The analysis shows that there was a statistically significant Medium effect on the 

combined dependent variables (response times), F (26, 354) = 2.591, p < .001, Wilks' Λ = .841. 

Since the main effect of Medium on the combined dependent variable of response times 

and purchase intention was statistically significant, the univariate main effect of each dependent 

variable separately is interpreted. The test of between-subject tests (Appendix 4) indicate that 

there was a statistically significant main effect of Medium for the response time questions: 

“Portico is a magazine for University of Guelph Alumni” and “What was the percentage increase 

in tuition fee from international students in Ontario over the last 4 years? from CBC article”, F(2, 

189) = 54.537, p < .0005 and “What claim did Progresso make in the advertisement?”, F (2, 189) 

= 9.148, p = 0.003, but not for response time questions: “Progresso cans in the advertisement had 

"Rich & Hearty" written on top”, F(2, 189) = 2.906, p = .090; “The Net WT of each can, 

according to the advertisement is 17.04 OZ”, F(2, 189) = 2.111, p = .148; “Stem completion for 

NOODLES”, F(2, 189) = .925, p = .337; “Stem completion for KRAFT”, F(2, 189) = .157, p = 

.692; “Stem completion for SOUP”, F(2, 189) = .026, p = .873; “Stem completion for 
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CHOICE”, F(2, 189) = .030, p = .863; “Jumbled word completion for HEALTHY”, F(2, 189) = 

.043, p = .836; “Did you see the following logo in any of the advertisements?”, F(2, 189) = 

1.613, p = .206; “Did you see the following logo in any of the advertisements?”, F(2, 189) = 

.077, p = .781; “Jumbled word completion for PROGRESSO”, F(2, 189) = .335, p = .563.  

This result indicates that for a particular Medium, only the response times for question on 

Portico Magazine and CBC article and one of the claims made by the brand in the advertisement 

were statistically significant. Despite the significant results that were obtained, we fail to find 

sufficient evidence that mean response times for online advertisements are different than that of 

print advertisements. Hence we conclude that hypothesis 2 is not supported. The data is 

consistent with type of medium selected having no effect on memory recall. Considering the 

interaction effect of Ad format and medium on response times was not significant, we conclude 

that hypothesis 3 was also not supported or in other words, compared to online medium, mean 

response times for direct comparative advertisements (vs. Indirect comparative advertisements) 

for print medium are similar. 

 

5.2.3: Purchase Intention 

 
Purchase intention was measured with two sets of questions asking participants on a 5-

point scale, adopted from Laroche, Cleveland and Maravelakis (2006): (1) ‘How likely is it that 

you would purchase Brand A the next time a product of this nature is needed?’ and (2) ‘What is 

the state of your intention in purchasing Brand A the next time a product of this nature is 

needed?’. A two-way MANOVA was run with independent variables as Ad Format and Medium 

and the combined dependent variables as the two scale items for measuring purchase intention. 

Appendix 5 shows the frequency of answers selected by the participants for the two scale items. 
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This indicates that most participants were (1) Indifferent about purchasing Brand A the next time 

a product of this nature is needed, and they were (2) Neither sure or unsure about their intention 

in purchasing Brand A the next time a product of this nature is needed. 

 To further the analysis, it was determined whether there was a significant interaction 

effect between the two independent variables (Ad Format and Medium) on purchase intention. 

The results (Appendix 6) indicated that the interaction effect between Ad format and Medium on 

purchase intention was not statistically significant, F(4, 376) = .907, p = .460, Wilks' Λ = .981. 

Since the interaction effect of the two independent variables was not significant, we move on to 

interpreting the simple main effect of each of Ad format and medium on each scale item.  

According to the results (Appendix 7) the main effect of Ad Format on purchase intention 

was not statistically significant F(4, 376) = 1.951, p = .103, Wilks' Λ = .960. Similarly, the 

results also indicated that the main effect of Medium on purchase intention was not statistically 

significant F(2, 188) = .482, p = .619, Wilks' Λ = .995. Considering the results, we can conclude 

that hypothesis 4 is not supported or in other words, compared to online medium, mean response 

times for purchase intention for direct comparative advertisements (vs. Indirect comparative 

advertisements) in print medium are similar. The data is consistent with Ad format and memory 

recall having no significant effect on purchase intention.  
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5.3: ANOVA Analysis 

 
ANOVA analysis was used to further analyze whether there were differences in the 

means of response times for questions that specifically measured participants’ memory recall of 

the Progresso brand and the claims made by the brand in each advertisement or treatment 

condition. This was done by first combining the response times for the time response questions 

“What claim did Progresso make in the advertisement?”, “Progresso cans in the advertisement 

had "Rich & Hearty" written on top” and “Jumbled word completion for PROGRESSO” that 

measured the response time for answering questions on the brand and claims made by the brand 

in the advertisements. As pointed out in Appendix 1, the computed dependent variable was 

named ‘combined_response_time’.  The independent variables used for this analysis were Ad 

Format (Direct comparative, Indirect comparative and Noncomparative) and Medium (Print and 

Online).  

First, the interaction effect of the independent variables on the combined response times 

was analyzed as can be seen in the test of between-subject effects (Appendix 8). The results for 

between-subject effects (Appendix 8) shows that there was no statistically significant interaction 

between Ad Format and Medium on the “combined response time”, F(2, 189)= .293, p = .746, 

partial η2 = .003. 

Next we determine the main effects of Ad Format and Medium separately on the 

dependent variable, combined response time. As shown in test of between-subjects effects 

(Appendix 8), there was a statistically significant main effect of Ad Format F(2,189) = 4.614, p = 

.011, partial η2 = .047. To indicate where the difference in the means was, we analyzed the 

contrasts in means for Ad format ahead. 
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For the second independent variable, Medium, the results show that there was no 

statistically significant main effect of Medium on the “combined response time”, F(1,189) = 

2.449, p = .128, partial η2 = .012. This result indicates that there was no difference in the means 

for the Print and Online condition; hence Hypothesis 2 was not supported. 

To find out where the differences in marginal means are for Ad Format, we look at 

pairwise comparisons (Appendix 8). For the online medium, Noncomparative advertisements 

were associated with a mean “combined response time” of 9.31 (95% CI -1.904 to -0.59) higher 

than direct comparative advertisements, a statistically significant difference, p<.05. For Print 

Medium, Indirect comparative advertisements were associated with a mean “combined response 

time” of .548 (95% CI -1.46 to .374) higher than direct comparative advertisements, not a 

statistically significant difference, p = .459. For Print Medium, noncomparative advertisements 

were associated with a mean “combined response time” of .625 (95% CI -1.554 to .304) higher 

than direct comparative advertisements, not a statistically significant difference, p = .318.  

Similarly, for Print Medium, noncomparative advertisements were associated with a mean 

“combined response time” of .077 (95% CI -1.014 to .859) higher than indirect comparative 

advertisements, not a statistically significant difference, p =1.000.  

For Online medium, noncomparative advertisements were associated with a mean 

“combined response time” of .536 (95% CI -1.437 to .365) higher than direct comparative 

advertisements, not a statistically significant difference, p =.457. For Online medium, 

noncomparative advertisements were associated with a mean “combined response time” of .445 

(95% CI -1.368 to .478) higher than indirect comparative advertisements, not a statistically 

significant difference, p =.736. These results also explain why only 4.7% of the variation in the 

dependent variable, combined response time can be attributed to Ad format. Figure 1 shows the 
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results of two-way ANOVA that although the difference in means is according to the hypotheses, 

it is not significant due to the large error in each treatment condition. Hence, this leads to the 

conclusion that hypothesis 1a is not supported or in other words, means for memory recall for 

Direct comparative advertisements are similar to that of Noncomparative advertisements. The 

only significant difference was in the means for direct and noncomparative advertisements for 

the online medium. We can conclude that hypothesis 1b is also not supported or in other words, 

mean for memory recall for Direct comparative advertisements are similar to that of Indirect 

comparative advertisements. Hence after the ANOVA analysis, there were no changes made to 

the conclusion for the hypotheses that were not supported.  

 

 

Figure 1: Results of two-way ANOVA 
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Chapter 6: Discussion 

 
The purpose of this study was to explore whether the format of comparative 

advertisements (direct, indirect or noncomparative) when viewed on different types of media 

(print and online) influences a consumer’s memory recall of the brand and product. Moreover, 

this study explored whether this increased memory recall due to shorter response times for 

questions related to the comparative advertisements also lead to a greater purchase intention. 

Response times were used for each question pertaining to the product and brand to indicate the 

time taken by each participant to recall the product used, claims made by the brand in the 

advertisement and elements of the brand 

Although the hypotheses were not supported, the direction of the means is as proposed. 

Participants who were exposed to the direct comparative advertisements were able to answer 

questions based on the advertisements and brand with a shorter response time than participants 

who were exposed to indirect or noncomparative advertisements. Similarly, response time for 

participants who viewed all formats of comparative advertisements on the print medium, which 

was the PDF format of the Portico magazine, was shorter than for participants who viewed all 

formats of comparative advertisements on the online medium (which was an online CBC News 

article). However, except for two questions, pertaining to the magazine/website and 

advertisement recall, all other response times were not statistically significant.  

One of the reasons why these response times were not significant was obtained from the 

answers to open-ended questions on the advertisements. While many students answered that they 

carefully scanned the advertisements and pointed out different elements that caught their 

attention, many students simply stated that they did not pay attention to the advertisements at all. 

This disparity between the open-ended answers explains why there was a large variance between 
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response times even though the data was normalized using log transformation and the response 

times were not significantly influenced by Ad format and medium. The results also indicated that 

in the online medium, direct comparative advertisements influenced memory recall more than 

direct comparative advertisements. This may be due to the fact that participants were able to 

recall the claims of the advertisement and recalled the aggressive/direct comparison more than 

any other type. This means that consumers are able to recall comparisons, which are more 

intense (Chow and Luk, 2006). It may also be because the brand being advertised may have been 

attributed to have a higher reputation or market share than the comparison brands (Pechmann and 

Steward, 1990). 

The results indicated that the two variables used to measure purchase intention were not 

influenced by the format of comparative advertisements and the medium the participants viewed 

the advertisements on. Conclusively, we can say that a higher memory recall does not influence 

purchase intention of a product or brand. In other words, we did not gather evidence that 

indicated that purchase intent is influenced by memory recall. This may be because awareness or 

memory recall may not be the only indicator for the intention to purchase a brand or product. 

One of these major factors includes how a consumer perceives a product or brand and the 

opinions associated with it. Morwitz and Fitzsimons (2004) conducted a study to test competing 

explanations for why measuring general purchase intentions changes a consumer’s brand-level 

behavior. The results indicated that when respondents were asked to provide general intentions to 

select a product in a given category, they were more likely to choose an option for which they 

held positive and accessible attitudes. On the other hand, respondents were less likely to select 

products for which they held negative and accessible attitudes. This indicates that based on 

accessible attitudes, a consumers’ behavior may change towards specific options in a category 
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when asked about their general purchase intention. 

 

Chapter 7: Limitations and Future Implications 
 
 
 This study was conducted through online surveys distributed to University of Guelph 

undergraduate students, who participated in exchange for course credit. One limitation of the 

study was that it was conducted online for both types of mediums i.e. Online and Print. Although 

the print medium was a PDF extract of a magazine and the online medium was a screenshot of a 

webpage, it may be possible that consumers would process information on these separate 

mediums differently. In other words, reading a ‘real’ or tangible magazine might yield different 

results from reading from a screen. Similarly, the respondents were only students who 

participated in exchange for course credit. The variation in the data was also a result of some 

students not being attentive towards the study, as stated in the answers to open-ended questions.  

In order to refine the study of mediums, future research could replicate this study by 

using Print medium on actual magazine and testing the participants’ memory recall of 

comparative advertisements in-person. This would clearly differentiate the two mediums and 

allow participants to process information unique to a particular medium.  Future research may 

also be able to improve on this study by including a sample that does not only include students, 

which may yield different results for recall and purchase intention due to greater attentiveness 

towards the study. Diversifying the sample by including professionals as well, since they are 

more involved in activities such as grocery shopping, could yield different results.  One 

important result indicated that for the online medium, Noncomparative advertisements indicated 

a higher and statistically significant mean response time than direct comparative advertisements. 
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Further research could be directed towards studying the impact of Ad Format on online 

advertisements and reach a conclusion on what influences this better memory recall of direct 

comparative advertisements in comparison to direct comparative advertisements. The research 

can be carried out using recent advances of discrete choice experiment where ad formats can be 

compared in presence of  other attributes of the product and services (see Noseworthy et. al. 

2010, 2012; Eckert et. al. 2012; Burke et. al. 2010; Czoli et. al. 2015; Meade and Islam 2010). 

 

Considering the frequent use of Internet for various purposes and more specifically, 

business, it us important that advertising research does not consider this medium as novel. While 

there are millions of people who use the Internet there may be a huge chunk of the population 

that does not completely “trust” this medium particularly in terms of advertising. Hence, for 

those consumers, traditional advertising media is still more credible. This study fills the gaps in 

literature by assessing consumers’ responses to advertisements on print (traditional) and online 

media. Particularly for comparative ads, further empirical research may be conducted to explore 

the effectiveness of comparative ads on different types of media. 

 

7.1: Theoretical Contributions 

 
This research contributes to previous literature for comparative advertisements that fails 

to address which ad format for comparative advertisements is effective for a successful memory 

recall of a brand or product. Since the results indicated that there was a significant difference in 

mean response times for noncomparative advertisements than noncomparative advertisements in 

the online medium, this could lead to a more in-depth research on comparative advertisements in 

the online medium to determine what influences consumers’ memory recall. Moreover, this 
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research indicates that memory recall alone does not influence purchase intentions for a brand or 

product. Hence, this could lead to research that would determine the most effective methods to 

induce purchase intention. 

7.2: Managerial Contribution 

 
We see that many advertisers or brands compete with each other through comparative 

advertisements. Through this research managers will have a greater insight when comparing their 

brand/products to their competitors in a certain type of advertisement. Marketers may also use 

this research to identify the types of comparative advertisements that should be transmitted 

through print and online medium. When using comparative advertisements may prove to be 

effective, marketers and managers may include these two types of media in their marketing mix 

and create targeting strategies. This research will also help managers differentiate between 

different formats of comparative advertising and creating advertising strategies accordingly 

rather than ‘blindly’ engaging in an ‘advertising war’.  
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Appendices 

 

Appendix 1: Variable Description 
 

Variable Description 

Treatment 

Six different conditions coded (Print Direct Comparative Ad=1, Print 

Indirect Comparative Ad=2, Print Noncomparative Ad=3, Online Direct 

Comparative Ad= 4, Online Indirect Comparative Ad=5, Online 

Noncomparative Ad= 6) 

Ad_Format 

Three comparative advertisement formats coded (Direct Comparative=1, 

Indirect Comparative=2, Noncomparative Ad=3) 

Medium Two mediums coded (Print=1, Online=2) 

Q1, Q2 

Multiple choice questions on two unrelated advertisements to test the 

awareness of the respondent towards the study questions 

T1, T2 

Time responses for answering questions on unrelated advertisements for 

respondent awareness towards the study questions (time taken to submit 

responses) 

Q3, Q4, Q5 

Open-ended questions to test the respondents overall awareness towards 

the medium and advertisements displayed within each medium 

Q6  

“Portico is a magazine for University of Guelph Alumni”; “What was the 

percentage increase in tuition fee from international students in Ontario 

over the last 4 years? from CBC article” (Correct=1, Incorrect=0) 

T6 (Response time 1) Response time for Q6 (time taken to submit answer) 

Q7 

“What claim did Progresso make in the advertisement?” (Correct=1, 

Incorrect=0) 

T7 (Response time 2) Response time for Q6 (time taken to submit answer) 

Q8 

“Progresso cans in the advertisement had "Rich & Hearty" (Correct=1, 

Incorrect=0) 

T8 (Response time 3) Response time for Q6 (time taken to submit answer) 

Q9 

“The Net WT of each can, according to the advertisement is 17.04 OZ” 

(Correct=1, Incorrect=0) 

T9 (Response time 4) Response time for Q6 (time taken to submit answer) 

Q10 “Stem completion for NOODLES” (Correct=1, Incorrect=0) 

T10 (Response time 5) Response time for Q6 (time taken to submit answer) 

Q11 “Stem completion for KRAFT” (Correct=1, Incorrect=0) 

T11 (Response time 6) Response time for Q6 (time taken to submit answer) 

Q12 “Stem completion for SOUP” (Correct=1, Incorrect=0) 

T12 (Response time 7) Response time for Q6 (time taken to submit answer) 
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Variable Description 

 

Variable Description 

 

Q13 “Stem completion for CHOICE” (Correct=1, Incorrect=0) 

T13 (Response time 8) Response time for Q6 (time taken to submit answer) 

Q14 “Jumbled word completion for HEALTHY” (Correct=1, Incorrect=0) 

T14 (Response time 9) Response time for Q6 (time taken to submit answer) 

Q15 

“Did you see the following logo in any of the advertisements?” 

(Correct=1, Incorrect=0) 

T15 (Response time 

10) Response time for Q6 (time taken to submit answer) 

Q16 

“Did you see the following logo in any of the advertisements?” 

(Correct=1, Incorrect=0) 

T16 (Response time 

11) Response time for Q6 (time taken to submit answer) 

Q17 “Jumbled word completion for PROGRESSO” (Correct=1, Incorrect=0) 

T17 (Response time 

12) Response time for Q6 (time taken to submit answer) 

Q18 

5 point likerd-scale question to indicate purchase intention (1=Highly 

Likely, 2=Somewhat likely, 3=Indifferent, 4=Somewhat likely, 5=Highly 

likely) 

Q19 

5 point likerd-scale question to indicate purchase intention (1=Highly 

Likely, 2=Somewhat likely, 3=Indifferent, 4=Somewhat likely, 5=Highly 

likely) 

Combined_response_ti

me 

Computed by adding response times, T7, T8 and T17, which asked 

participants about the Progresso brand and claims made by the brand. 
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Appendix 2: Frequencies for Independent Variables 
 

 

Between-Subjects Factors 

 Value Label N 

Ad_Format 1 Direct 67 

2 Indirect 66 

3 Noncomparai

ve 

62 

Medium 1 Print 96 

2 Online 99 
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Appendix 3: Multivariate Tests for Memory Recall 
 

 

Multivariate Testsa 

Effect Value F Hypothesi

s df 

Error df Sig. 

Intercept Pillai's Trace .968 447.334b 12.000 178.000 .000 

Wilks' Lambda .032 447.334b 12.000 178.000 .000 

Hotelling's 

Trace 

30.157 447.334b 12.000 178.000 .000 

Roy's Largest 

Root 

30.157 447.334b 12.000 178.000 .000 

Ad_Format Pillai's Trace .298 2.612 24.000 358.000 .000 

Wilks' Lambda .713 2.730b 24.000 356.000 .000 

Hotelling's 

Trace 

.386 2.847 24.000 354.000 .000 

Roy's Largest 

Root 

.339 5.059c 12.000 179.000 .000 

Medium Pillai's Trace .264 5.329b 12.000 178.000 .000 

Wilks' Lambda .736 5.329b 12.000 178.000 .000 

Hotelling's 

Trace 

.359 5.329b 12.000 178.000 .000 

Roy's Largest 

Root 

.359 5.329b 12.000 178.000 .000 

Ad_Format * 

Medium 

Pillai's Trace .197 1.632 24.000 358.000 .032 

Wilks' Lambda .811 1.634b 24.000 356.000 .032 

Hotelling's 

Trace 

.222 1.635 24.000 354.000 .032 

Roy's Largest 

Root 

.151 2.252c 12.000 179.000 .011 

a. Design: Intercept + Ad_Format + Medium + Ad_Format * Medium 

b. Exact statistic 

c. The statistic is an upper bound on F that yields a lower bound on the significance level. 
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Appendix 4: Between-Subject Effects for Memory Recall 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Source Dependent 

Variable 

Type III Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F Sig. 

Corrected Model TL6 38.157a 5 7.631 13.425 .000 

TL7 29.382b 5 5.876 13.758 .000 

TL8 2.481c 5 .496 1.523 .184 

TL9 4.754d 5 .951 1.728 .130 

TL10 5.037e 5 1.007 1.023 .406 

TL11 3.311f 5 .662 .547 .740 

TL12 .868g 5 .174 .312 .905 

TL13 12.274h 5 2.455 1.119 .351 

TL14 6.136i 5 1.227 1.260 .283 

TL15 1.249j 5 .250 .803 .549 

TL16 .874k 5 .175 .434 .825 

TL17 1.502l 5 .300 .282 .923 

Intercept TL6 1110.599 1 1110.599 1953.741 .000 

TL7 1100.145 1 1100.145 2575.715 .000 

TL8 735.946 1 735.946 2258.912 .000 

TL9 761.496 1 761.496 1384.116 .000 

TL10 1799.993 1 1799.993 1827.264 .000 

TL11 1461.349 1 1461.349 1207.437 .000 

TL12 833.347 1 833.347 1499.995 .000 

TL13 2109.308 1 2109.308 961.889 .000 

TL14 1058.958 1 1058.958 1087.753 .000 

TL15 561.781 1 561.781 1806.248 .000 

TL16 329.830 1 329.830 817.719 .000 

TL17 1823.381 1 1823.381 1711.881 .000 

Ad_Format TL6 5.195 2 2.598 4.570 .012 

TL7 19.703 2 9.852 23.065 .000 

TL8 .247 2 .123 .378 .685 

TL9 2.557 2 1.278 2.324 .101 

TL10 3.022 2 1.511 1.534 .218 

TL11 1.884 2 .942 .778 .461 

TL12 .162 2 .081 .146 .864 

TL13 10.745 2 5.372 2.450 .089 

TL14 4.595 2 2.298 2.360 .097 

TL15 .454 2 .227 .730 .483 
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TL16 .055 2 .027 .068 .934 

TL17 .422 2 .211 .198 .820 

Medium TL6 31.002 1 31.002 54.537 .000 

TL7 3.907 1 3.907 9.148 .003 

TL8 .947 1 .947 2.906 .090 

TL9 1.161 1 1.161 2.111 .148 

TL10 .911 1 .911 .925 .337 

TL11 .190 1 .190 .157 .692 

TL12 .014 1 .014 .026 .873 

TL13 .065 1 .065 .030 .863 

TL14 .042 1 .042 .043 .836 

TL15 .502 1 .502 1.613 .206 

TL16 .031 1 .031 .077 .781 

TL17 .357 1 .357 .335 .563 

Ad_Format * 

Medium 

TL6 2.596 2 1.298 2.284 .105 

TL7 6.107 2 3.053 7.149 .001 

TL8 1.261 2 .630 1.935 .147 

TL9 1.010 2 .505 .918 .401 

TL10 1.190 2 .595 .604 .548 

TL11 1.190 2 .595 .491 .613 

TL12 .686 2 .343 .618 .540 

TL13 1.448 2 .724 .330 .719 

TL14 1.523 2 .762 .782 .459 

TL15 .285 2 .143 .459 .633 

TL16 .797 2 .399 .989 .374 

TL17 .750 2 .375 .352 .704 

Error TL6 107.437 189 .568   

TL7 80.726 189 .427 
  

TL8 61.576 189 .326   

TL9 103.982 189 .550 
  

TL10 186.179 189 .985   

TL11 228.745 189 1.210 
  

TL12 105.002 189 .556   

TL13 414.455 189 2.193 
  

TL14 183.997 189 .974   

TL15 58.783 189 .311 
  

TL16 76.234 189 .403   

TL17 201.310 189 1.065 
  

Total TL6 1257.936 195    
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TL7 1202.442 195    

TL8 802.320 195 
   

TL9 872.763 195    

TL10 1993.296 195 
   

TL11 1696.324 195    

TL12 941.370 195 
   

TL13 2536.646 195    

TL14 1246.397 195 
   

TL15 623.899 195    

TL16 407.263 195 
   

TL17 2029.776 195    

Corrected Total TL6 145.594 194 
   

TL7 110.108 194    

TL8 64.057 194 
   

TL9 108.736 194    

TL10 191.217 194 
   

TL11 232.056 194    

TL12 105.870 194 
   

TL13 426.728 194    

TL14 190.132 194 
   

TL15 60.032 194    

TL16 77.108 194 
   

TL17 202.812 194    

a. R Squared = .262 (Adjusted R Squared = .243) 

b. R Squared = .267 (Adjusted R Squared = .247) 

c. R Squared = .039 (Adjusted R Squared = .013) 

d. R Squared = .044 (Adjusted R Squared = .018) 

e. R Squared = .026 (Adjusted R Squared = .001) 

f. R Squared = .014 (Adjusted R Squared = -.012) 

g. R Squared = .008 (Adjusted R Squared = -.018) 

h. R Squared = .029 (Adjusted R Squared = .003) 

i. R Squared = .032 (Adjusted R Squared = .007) 

j. R Squared = .021 (Adjusted R Squared = -.005) 

k. R Squared = .011 (Adjusted R Squared = -.015) 

l. R Squared = .007 (Adjusted R Squared = -.019) 
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Appendix 5: Frequencies for Purchase Intention 
 
 

 Purchase Intention scale Item 1: How likely is it that you would purchase Brand 

A the next time a product of this nature is needed? 

 Frequency Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Highly Unlikely 47 24.1 24.1 24.1 

Somewhat 

Unlikely 

39 20.0 20.0 44.1 

Indifferent 80 41.0 41.0 85.1 

Somewhat 

Likely 

28 14.4 14.4 99.5 

Highly Likely 1 .5 .5 100.0 

Total 195 100.0 100.0  

 

 

Purchase Intention scale Item 2: What is the state of your intention in 

purchasing Brand A the next time a product of this nature is needed? 

 Frequenc

y 

Percent Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Very Unsure 32 16.4 16.4 16.4 

Somewhat 

Unsure 

44 22.6 22.6 39.0 

Neither Sure nor 

Unsure 

76 39.0 39.0 77.9 

Somewhat Sure 39 20.0 20.0 97.9 

Very Sure 4 2.1 2.1 100.0 

Total 195 100.0 100.0  
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Appendix 6: Multivariate Tests for Purchase Intention 
 

 

Multivariate Testsa 

Effect Value F Hypothesis 

df 

Error df Sig. 

Intercept Pillai's Trace .899 837.545
b 

2.000 188.00

0 

.000 

Wilks' Lambda .101 837.545
b 

2.000 188.00

0 

.000 

Hotelling's 

Trace 

8.910 837.545
b 

2.000 188.00

0 

.000 

Roy's Largest 

Root 

8.910 837.545
b 

2.000 188.00

0 

.000 

Ad_Format Pillai's Trace .041 1.960 4.000 378.00

0 

.100 

Wilks' Lambda .960 1.951b 4.000 376.00

0 

.101 

Hotelling's 

Trace 

.042 1.942 4.000 374.00

0 

.103 

Roy's Largest 

Root 

.026 2.467c 2.000 189.00

0 

.088 

Medium Pillai's Trace .005 .482b 2.000 188.00

0 

.619 

Wilks' Lambda .995 .482b 2.000 188.00

0 

.619 

Hotelling's 

Trace 

.005 .482b 2.000 188.00

0 

.619 

Roy's Largest 

Root 

.005 .482b 2.000 188.00

0 

.619 

Ad_Format * 

Medium 

Pillai's Trace .019 .908 4.000 378.00

0 

.459 

Wilks' Lambda .981 .907b 4.000 376.00

0 

.460 

Hotelling's 

Trace 

.019 .907 4.000 374.00

0 

.460 

Roy's Largest 

Root 

.019 1.812c 2.000 189.00

0 

.166 
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a. Design: Intercept + Ad_Format + Medium + Ad_Format * Medium 

b. Exact statistic 

c. The statistic is an upper bound on F that yields a lower bound on the significance level. 

 

Appendix 7: Between Subject-Effects for Purchase Intention 
 

 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Source Dependent 

Variable 

Type III 

Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F Sig. 

Corrected Model Q18 6.209a 5 1.242 1.183 .319 

Q19 7.042b 5 1.408 1.325 .255 

Intercept Q18 1185.659 1 1185.659 1129.56

1 

.000 

Q19 1404.801 1 1404.801 1321.74

5 

.000 

Ad_Format Q18 4.996 2 2.498 2.380 .095 

Q19 3.170 2 1.585 1.491 .228 

Medium Q18 .747 1 .747 .711 .400 

Q19 .004 1 .004 .004 .950 

Ad_Format * 

Medium 

Q18 .502 2 .251 .239 .788 

Q19 3.798 2 1.899 1.787 .170 

Error Q18 198.386 189 1.050   

Q19 200.876 189 1.063   

Total Q18 1396.000 195    

Q19 1616.000 195    

Corrected Total Q18 204.595 194    

Q19 207.918 194    

a. R Squared = .030 (Adjusted R Squared = .005) 

b. R Squared = .034 (Adjusted R Squared = .008) 
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Appendix 8: ANOVA Output 

 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:   combined_response_time   

Source Type III Sum 

of Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F Sig. Partial 

Eta 

Squared 

Corrected Model 28.524a 5 5.705 2.411 .038 .060 

Intercept 10608.552 1 10608.552 4484.389 .000 .960 

Ad_Format 21.828 2 10.914 4.614 .011 .047 

Medium 5.533 1 5.533 2.339 .128 .012 

Ad_Format * 

Medium 

1.385 2 .693 .293 .746 .003 

Error 447.110 189 2.366    

Total 11077.317 195     

Corrected Total 475.634 194     

a. R Squared = .060 (Adjusted R Squared = .035) 

 

Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   combined_response_time   

Medium (I) Ad_Format (J) Ad_Format Mean 

Difference 

(I-J) 

Std. 

Error 

Sig.b 95% Confidence 

Interval for 

Differenceb 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Print Direct Indirect -.548 .382 .459 -1.469 .374 

Noncomparative -.625 .385 .318 -1.554 .304 

Indirect Direct .548 .382 .459 -.374 1.469 

Noncomparative -.077 .388 1.000 -1.014 .859 

Noncomparative Direct .625 .385 .318 -.304 1.554 

Indirect .077 .388 1.000 -.859 1.014 

Online Direct Indirect -.536 .373 .457 -1.437 .365 

Noncomparative -.981* .382 .033 -1.904 -.059 

Indirect Direct .536 .373 .457 -.365 1.437 
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Noncomparative -.445 .382 .736 -1.368 .478 

Noncomparative Direct .981* .382 .033 .059 1.904 

Indirect .445 .382 .736 -.478 1.368 

Based on estimated marginal means 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 

b. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 

 

Pairwise Comparisons 

Dependent Variable:   combined_response_time   

Ad_Format (I) Medium (J) Medium Mean 

Difference 

(I-J) 

Std. 

Error 

Sig.a 95% Confidence 

Interval for 

Differencea 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Direct Print Online -.222 .376 .555 -.964 .519 

Online Print .222 .376 .555 -.519 .964 

Indirect Print Online -.211 .379 .579 -.958 .536 

Online Print .211 .379 .579 -.536 .958 

Noncompara

tive 

Print Online -.578 .391 .140 -1.349 .192 

Online Print .578 .391 .140 -.192 1.349 

Based on estimated marginal means 

a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 9: Literature Review Glossary 
 
 
Paper Study Sample Size/ 

Participants 

IV DV Results P Comments 

Vijayalakshmi, 

A., Muehling, 

D. D., & 

Laczniak, R. 

N. (2015). An 

Investigation 

of Consumers’ 

Responses to 

Comparative 

“Attack” Ads. 

Journal of 

Promotion 

Management, 

21(6), 760–

775. 

Study 1 315 

undergraduate 

students 

Commitment 

level (Committed 

vs. Less 

Committed). 

Nature of 

advertisements 

(Positive vs. 

Negative), Time 

delay (Week 1 vs. 

Week 2) 

Immediate and 

delayed 

measures of 

attitude toward 

the referent 

brand (iPod) 

and brand 

attitude 

confidence. 

Committed 

consumers of the 

comparative 

referent reported 

more favorable 

attitudes to a 

negatively framed 

comparative ad 

than did less 

committed 

consumers. 

 

Brand attitude 

scores for 

committed 

consumers were 

higher than 

consumers who 

were less 

committed. 

 

Committed 

consumers exposed 

to negative (vs. 

positive) 

comparative ads 

showed that their 

P <.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P <.05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P>.10 

 

 

 

 

 

Explored how 

consumers' 

level of 

commitment to 

the compared-to 

brand plays an 

important role 

to indicate how 

they would 

respond to 

comparative ads 

 

 

Product 

Selection: 

MP3 players 

(iPod). 

Fictitious brand 

name of 

'Unisound' was 

used as the 

sponsor brand. 
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attitudes toward the 

comparative 

reference were not 

different across 

positive and 

negative-frame 

conditions. 

 

Brand attitude 

confidence scores 

for committed 

consumers were 

NOT different 

across positive and 

negative frame 

conditions 

 

 

Committed 

consumers (vs. less 

committed 

consumers) of the 

comparative 

reference had more 

negative thoughts 

in response to the 

negatively framed 

ad  

 

Committed 

consumers 

generated more 

negative thoughts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P>.10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.05 
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in response to the 

negatively-framed 

comparative ad 

(compared to 

positively-framed 

ad). 

 

 

Delayed measures 

of brand attitudes 

were higher for 

consumers 

committed to the 

comparative 

referent than for 

less-committed 

consumers. 

 

Brand attitudes of 

committed 

consumers were not 

different across 

positive and 

negative framing 

conditions. 

 

There was no 

difference found in 

the attitude 

confidence levels 

for committed 

consumers who 

were exposed to the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<0.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P>0.15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P>0.10 
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negatively-framed 

comparative ad 

(compared to 

positively-framed 

ad) 

 

 Chow, C. W. 

C., & Luk, C.-

L. (2006). 

Effects of 

Comparative 

Advertising in 

High-and Low-

Cognitive 

Elaboration 

Conditions. 

Journal of 

Advertising, 

35(2), 55–67. 

 200 

undergraduate 

students 

Five levels of 

Comparative 

Advertising 

Intensity (CAI),  

Cognitive 

elaboration (high 

vs. low), and time 

(week 1 vs. week 

2). 

 

Attitude 

towards the 

advertised 

product, attitude 

toward the test 

ads, and buying 

intention. 

The term CAI3 in 

the equation 

explained 

significantly more 

variance than the 

quadratic or linear 

term. Hence, The 

relationship 

between CAI and 

consumer attitudes 

follows a rotated S-

shaped pattern. 

 

The cubic term 

(CAI3) was 

significant in the 

high CE condition 

but not in the low-

CE condition. This 

explained why the 

curve was flatter in 

the low- CE (vs. 

high-CE) condition. 

 

The decline in 

attitude was more 

P<.05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.05 

 

 Extended 

Donthu's (1992) 

research that 

stated that in 

order to 

determine the 

influence of 

comparative 

advertisements 

on consumer 

attitudes, it is 

important to 

look at the 

intensity of the 

comparison. 

Added 

Cognitive 

elaboration 

(CE) to extend 

this research. 

 

Product 

selection: 

Notebook. 

"COSMO" was 

used to 
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pronounced in the 

high-CE condition 

than in the low-CE 

condition (from 

time 1 to time 2). 

The term (CAI3 X 

TIME) was 

significant. 

eliminate 

confounding 

effects of prior 

experience and 

the competing 

brand was 

"Samsung" 

because of its 

reputation and 

product 

features. 

 

 Jain, S. P. 

(1993). 

Positive versus 

negative 

comparative 

advertising. 

Marketing 

Letters, 4(4), 

309–320. 

 

Study 1 71 

undergraduate 

students 

Valence of 

comparison 

(Positive vs. 

Negative), Market 

share (high vs. 

low), 

Counter 
argumentation 
(refutation of 
claims) and 
claim 
acceptance of 
the advertised 
brand 

Subjects exposed to 

positive 

comparative ads 

more positive 

compared to 

negative 

comparative ads. 

 

 

Negative 

comparison, as 

compared to 

positive comparison 

elicited higher 

counterargumentati

on. 

 

Claim acceptance 

was higher when 

the advertised 

brand had a higher 

P<.01 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.01 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.01 

 

 

 

Explored 

cognitive 

responses to 

comparative 

advertising that 

was valenced 

i.e. positive or 

negative. 

 

Product 

selection: Jeans  
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share than the 

comparison brand 

as compared to 

when the advertised 

brand had a lower 

share 
 

Claim acceptance 

was lower for 

negative 

comparison than for 

positive comparison 

even when the 

market shares of 

both the brands 

were high. 

 

When both were 

low share brands, 

there was no 

difference between 

claim acceptance in 

negative 

comparison and 

that in positive 

comparison. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.03 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P>.52 

  Study 2 70 

undergraduate 

students 

Valence of 

comparison 

(Positive vs. 

Negative), Brand 

reputation of 

featured brands 

(strong vs. weak) 

Counter 
argumentation 
(refutation of 
claims); claim 
acceptance of 
the advertised 
brand 

Negative 

comparison, as 

compared to 

positive comparison 

elicited higher 

counterargumentati

on. 

 

P<.001 Product 

selection:  

Shoes 

(sneakers)  

 

Market share 

was replaced by 

market 
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Brand reputation 

did not have a 

significant effect on 

counterargumentati

on. 

 

 

reputation. 

Thompson, D. 

V., & 

Hamilton, R. 

W. (2006). The 

Effects of 

Information 

Processing 

Mode on 

Consumers’ 

Responses to 

Comparative 

The Effects of 

Information 

Processing 

Mode on 

Consumers’ 

Responses to 

Comparative 

Advertising. 

Study 

1A 

89 

undergraduate 

students 

Processing 

instructions 

(analytical vs. 

imagery 

processing), ad 

format 

(comparative vs. 

noncomparative). 

 

Message 

persuasiveness, 

Analytical/Imag

ery fluency, Ad 

effectiveness 

(combination of 

ad evaluations, 

brand 

evaluations, and 

purchase 

intentions) 

There was 

significant 

interaction between 

processing 

instructions and ad 

format 

 

In the analytical 

conditions, the 

message in the 

comparative ad was 

more persuasive 

than in the 

noncomparative ad  

 

Reverse of above 

was true in Imagery 

condition 

P < 

.001 

 

 

 

 

 

P < 

.001 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.05 

Whether a 

comparative or 

non-

comparative ad 

will be more 

effective when 

consumers use 

imagery 

processing i.e. 

thinking about 

themselves 

using the 

advertised 

product or using 

analytical 

processing 

mode i.e. 

carefully 

weighing the 

positive and 

negative 

attributes of the 

product. 

 

The interactive 

effect of 
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processing 

instructions and 

ad format on 

message 

persuasiveness 

was partially 

mediated by 

ease of 

evaluation. 

Processing 

fluency also 

mediated the 

effect of 

matching 

information 

processing and 

ad format on 

message 

persuasiveness. 

 

Product 

selection: Cars, 

for their high 

familiarity with 

the product 

 Study 

1B 

83 

undergraduate 

students 

Same as above Same as above There was a 

significant 

interaction between 

processing 

instructions and ad 

format. 

 

Using planned 

P<.01 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Whether the 

positive effect 

of matching 

information 

processing 

mode and ad 

format transfers 

to ad 
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contrasts, in the 

imagery conditions, 

the noncomparative 

ad (vs. comparative 

ad) generated: 

 

More positive ad 

evaluations. 

 

More positive 

brand evaluations 

 

Marginally greater 

purchase intentions 

 

Using planned 

contrasts, In the 

analytical 

processing 

conditions, the 

comparative ad (vs. 

noncomparative ad) 

led to: 

 

Marginally more 

positive ad 

evaluations 

 

More positive 

brand evaluations 

 

Greater purchase 

intentions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.05 

 

 

P=.05 

 

 

P<.09 

 

 

P<.06 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.01 

 

 

 

P<.01 

 

 

P<.01 

 

effectiveness 

measures such 

as ad 

evaluations, 

brand 

evaluations, and 

purchase 

intentions. 
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 Study 2 253 

undergraduate 

students 

Same as above Same as above Significant 

interaction between 

analytical cue and 

ad format on ad 

effectiveness. 

 

Interaction between 

imagery cue and ad 

format was 

marginally 

significant. 

 

When the ad 

presented only an 

imagery cue, the 

noncomparative 

format was 

marginally more 

effective than the 

comparative format 

ad evaluations. 

 

Significantly more 

effective for brand 

evaluations 

 

 

Significantly more 

effective for 

purchase intentions. 

 

Comparative and 

noncomparative ads 

P<.05 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.06 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.06 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.01 

 

 

 

 

P<.05 

 

 

 

All 

p’s>.14 

Manipulated 

each processing 

mode 

independently 

done through ad 

executional 

cues. 

 

Analytical 

processing 

mediated the 

effect of the 

analytical cue 

on ad 

effectiveness in 

the comparative 

condition but 

not in the 

noncomparative 

condition. 

 

Imagery 

processing 

mediated the 

effect of the 

imagery cue on 

ad effectiveness 

in the 

noncomparative 

condition (but 

not in the 

comparative 

condition. 
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were equally 

effective when 

neither imagery nor 

analytical cues 

were present. 

 

Comparative and 

noncomparative ads 

were equally 

effective when both 

imagery and 

analytical cues 

were present. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All 

p’s>.35 

Miniard, P. W., 

Barone, M. J., 

Rose, R. L., & 

Manning, K. 

C. (2006). A 

Further 

Assessment of 

Indirect 

Comparative 

Advertising 

Claims of 

Superiority 

Over all 

Competitors. 

Journal of 

Advertising, 

35(4), 53–64. 

Study 1 103 

undergraduate 

students 

Ad format (Direct 

comparative, 

Indirect 

comparative, 

Noncomparative), 

Relative measures 

(Direct, Indirect 

and nonrelative).  

These relative and 

nonrelative 

measures 

included: brand 

attribute belief, 

quality and brand 

attitude.  

 

Response 

favorability 

Participants 

exposed to the 

Direct comparative 

advertisement 

reported more 

favorable beliefs 

about the advertised 

brand relative to the 

comparison brand 

compared to: 

 

Indirect 

comparative ads 

 

And, 

Noncomparative 

ads 

 

Indirect 

comparative 

P=.058 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P= .006 

 

 

P<.03 

 

 

 

 

 

This study 

shows that 

indirect 

comparative 

advertisements 

that claim 

superiority over 

all competitors 

are more 

effective than 

direct 

comparative 

and 

noncomparative 

advertisements, 

in terms of 

positioning a 

brand against 

the entire 

market. 
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advertisements 

were superior in 

positioning against 

the entire market 

while also showing 

that the Direct 

comparative and 

Noncomparative 

advertisements 

were equally 

inferior in 

achieving this 

outcome. 

 

Advertising type 

was not a 

significant factor 

for creating a 

noncompetitive 

positioning for the 

advertised brand. 

 

Participants given 

the Direct 

comparative 

advertisement 

reported more 

favorable 

evaluations of 

Mitral relative to 

Tylenol than those 

receiving the 

Indirect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P=.054; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P=.029 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product 

selection: Pain 

relievers were 

chosen for this 

study. A 

fictitious brand 

of ‘Mitral’ was 

compared with ‘ 

Extra strength 

Tylenol’. 
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comparative 

advertisement and 

noncomparative 

advertisement. 

 

Participants given 

the Direct 

comparative 

advertisement 

reported more 

favorable 

evaluations of 

Mitral relative to 

Tylenol than those 

receiving the 

Indirect 

comparative and 

Noncomparative 

advertisement. 

 

Participants 

exposed to the 

Direct comparative 

advertisement 

responded more 

favorably to the 

direct relative belief 

measures than to 

the indirect relative 

belief measures. 

 

Participants given 

the Indirect 

 

 

 

 

 

P=.24;  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P=.31 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P=.004 
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comparative 

advertisement 

showed more 

favorable responses 

to the indirect 

relative belief 

measures than to 

the direct relative 

belief measures. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Study 2 50 

undergraduate 

students 

Thinking (Did vs. 

Did not think 

about Tylenol), 

Measurement set 

(Direct vs. 

Indirect), Belief 

type (fast-acting 

vs. long-lasting) 

Response 

favorability 

Participants who 

did not think about 

the particular 

competitor 

identified in the 

direct relative 

measures when 

processing the 

Indirect 

Comparative 

advertisements 

showed less 

favorable responses 

to the direct relative 

measures than for 

indirect relative 

measures. 

 

Participants did not 

differ in their 

responses to the 

measurement type 

P=.013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P>.18 

This study 

shows that 

indirect 

comparative 

advertisements’ 

inferiority in 

positioning a 

brand against a 

specific 

competitor 

compared to all 

competitors 

does not hold 

when the 

competitor is 

generated 

spontaneously 

during ad 

processing by 

the consumers.  

 

Asked open-
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when the 

competitor was 

activated during ad 

processing 

ended questions 

with IV as 

“Thoughts 

about Tylenol”. 

Jeon, J. O., & 

Beatty, S. E. 

(2002). 

Comparative 

advertising 

effectiveness 

in different 

national 

cultures. 

Journal of 

Business 

Research, 

55(11), 907–

913. 

Study 1 189 

undergraduate 

students two 

countries. 90 

in United 

States and 99 

in Korea. 

 

Culture (United 

States vs. Korea), 

ad types (Direct, 

Indirect and 

Noncomparative) 

Brand beliefs, 

brand attitudes, 

and purchase 

intentions. 

Brand beliefs’ score 

was higher when 

the subjects in the 

United States 

responded to the 

indirect 

comparative ad 

compared to when 

subjects in Korea 

responded to it 

 

Subjects in the 

United States who 

viewed direct 

comparative ads 

showed somewhat 

less favorable 

attitudes toward the 

target brand than 

those in Korea. 

 

Indirect 

comparative ads in 

the United States 

(mean = 4.98) 

resulted in more 

favorable attitudes 

toward the target 

brand than in 

P=.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P=.05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P=.03 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Effectiveness of 

different types 

of ads (Direct 

comparative, 

indirect 

comparative 

and 

noncomparative

) may vary 

depending on 

the degree of 

familiarity with 

an ad type. 

 

Product 

selection: 

Personal 

desktop 

computers. A 

fictitious brand 

called ‘Harex’ 

was used for 

advertisements. 
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Korea. 

 

Subjects in the 

United States who 

viewed indirect 

comparative ads 

showed more 

favorable purchase 

intentions than did 

those in 

Korea. 

 

Subjects in the US 

who viewed 

noncomparative ads 

showed less 

favorable purchase 

intentions than did 

those in Korea but 

the difference was 

not significant. 

 

 

P=.01 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P=.17 

Kalro, A. D., 

Sivakumaran, 

B., & Marathe, 

R. R. (2017). 

The ad format-

strategy effect 

on comparative 

advertising 

effectiveness. 

European 

Journal of 

Marketing, 

Study 1 243 students Comparison 

strategy (market 

leader vs. multi-

brand leader); 

comparison 

format (direct vs. 

Indirect). 

Perceived 

manipulative 

intent and 

attitude towards 

the 

advertisement 

Market leader 

comparisons are 

considered more 

manipulative when 

compared to multi-

brand comparisons, 

as the main effect 

of comparison 

strategy on 

perceived 

manipulative intent 

is significant. 

P<.05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Explored 

whether direct 

(indirect) 

comparative ads 

are more 

effective for 

multi-brand 

(market leader) 

comparisons for 

an established 

brand (high 

utility, low 
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51(1), 99–122.  

For the multi-brand 

comparison 

condition, direct 

comparisons are 

perceived less 

manipulative and 

for the market 

leader condition, 

indirect 

comparisons are 

more effective in 

reducing perceived 

manipulative intent. 

 

For an established 

brand, in the multi-

brand comparison 

condition, direct 

comparisons 

enhance attitude 

towards the 

advertisement. 

Similarly, In the 

market leader 

condition, indirect 

comparisons 

enhance attitude 

toward the ad. 

 

P<.001 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.001 

hedonic). 

 

Product 

selection: 

Detergent, 

which is high 

on utility and is 

a low-

involvement 

product. In the 

advertisements, 

"Biological 

Arial" was 

compared to 

Brand X, Y and 

Z 

 

 

 Study 2 243 students Same as above Same as above Same as above, the 

interaction between 

comparative ad 

formats and 

P<.05 

 

 

 

Tested whether 

the results are 

same even for a 

new brand in 
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comparison strategy 

is significant 

 

 

Interaction between 

comparative ad 

formats and 

comparison strategy 

on attitude towards 

the advertisement is 

not significant 

 

 

 

 

P>.05 

the same 

category (high 

utility, low 

hedonic). 

 Study 3 265 students Same as above Same as above Interaction between 

comparison strategy 

and comparative ad 

formats is 

significant on 

perceived 

manipulative intent. 

Hence, even in a 

high hedonic and 

high utility 

category, direct 

multi-brand 

comparisons reduce 

perceived 

manipulative intent. 

 

Interaction between 

comparative 

advertising formats 

and comparison 

strategies on 

attitude toward the 

P<.05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P>.30 

Replica of 

Study 1 but for 

a product 

category that is 

high on both 

utility and 

hedonism 

(smart mobile 

phone: Nexus 5 

compared with 

Samsung 

Galaxy S4 

Active, Apple 

iPhone 5S and 

LG G2). 
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advertisement. 

Interaction was not 

significant. 

 Study 4 262 students Same as above Same as above In the multi-brand 

comparison 

condition, direct 

comparisons are 

perceived less 

manipulative and in 

the market leader 

condition, indirect 

comparisons are 

more effective in 

reducing perceived 

manipulative intent. 

 

Interaction between 

comparison strategy 

and comparative ad 

formats on attitude 

towards the 

advertisement is 

significant.  

P<.001 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.001 

Replica of 

Study 2 but for 

a product 

category that is 

high on both 

utility and 

hedonism 

(smart mobile 

phone: A 

fictitious new 

brand, Quova 

P300 was used, 

compared with 

Samsung 

Galaxy S4 

Active, Apple 

iPhone 5S and 

LG G2). 

 

Yoo, C. Y. 

(2007). 

Implicit 

Memory 

Measures for 

Web 

Advertising 

Effectiveness. 

Study 1 140 

undergraduate 

students 

Ad-processing 

manipulations 

(control vs. low vs. 

high) 

Attitude 

towards the ad 

and recall 

Recall results 

indicated that the 

high processing 

effort group was 

more successful at 

recalling the target 

brand name than 

the low processing 

 

 

P <.05 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduced the 

measure of 

implicit 

memory as an 

alternative to 

the commonly 

used, explicit 

memory to 
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Journalism & 

Mass 

Communicatio

n Quarterly, 

84(1), 7–23. 

group. 

 

 

Recognition results 

revealed greater 

success of 

recognition by high 

processing group 

than low processing 

group. 

 

Ad processing 

effort does not 

affect subject’s 

implicit memory 

performance. 

 

A single exposure 

to the web ad 

significantly 

increased implicit 

memory 

performance.  

 

Attitude towards 

the ad for subjects 

in the low 

processing group 

was more favorable 

than the control 

group. 

 

There was no main 

 

 

 

P<.01 

 

 

 

 

 

P =.15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.01 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.01 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P=.81 

 

assess the 

effectiveness of 

online 

advertising.  

 

Product 

Selection: 

DVD movies 

with a fictitious 

brand name of 

movie-

paradise.com. 
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effect on the click-

through intention 

 

Implicit memory 

had a positive effect 

on attitude towards 

the ad, but the 

effect was not 

statistically 

significant. 

 

 

 

P=.06 

Sundar, S. S., 

Narayan, S., 

Obregon, R., & 

Uppal, C. 

(1998). Does 

Web 

Advertising 

Work? 

Memory for 

Print vs. 

Online Media. 

Journalism & 

Mass 

Communicatio

n Quarterly, 

75(4), 822–835 

Study 1 48 

undergraduate 

students 

Medium (Print vs. 

Online) 

Incidental 

memory for ad 

content 

Subjects in the print 

condition provided 

nearly 4 correct 

responses on 

average while 

subjects in the 

online condition 

provided less than 3 

correct responses. 

The results showed 

a significant effect 

of medium on 

memory. 

 

The difference 

between print and 

online subjects in 

their amount of 

recall of ad material 

was in the same 

direction as with 

the overall ad 

memory index but 

P<.05 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P=.12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Investigate the 

differences in 

incidental 

memory for 

print and online 

advertisements 

while 

controlling for 

other (non-ad) 

memory 

differences.  

 

Product 

selection:  

Banner ads 

featuring a 

“BIG SALE” 

title. 
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this difference was 

not statistically 

significant.  
 

Overall, memory of 

the print version of 

the ad was 

significantly higher 

than memory for 

the online version 

of the ad. 

 Danaher, P. J., 

& Mullarkey, 

G. W. (2003). 

Factors 

affecting 

online 

advertising 

recall: A study 

of students. 

Journal of 

Advertising 

Research, 

43(3), 252–

266. 

Study 1 249 

undergraduate 

students 

Time Duration 

(20s vs. 40s vs. 

60s), website 

content complexity 

(simple vs. 

complex), Web 

Page Background 

Complexity 

(simple vs. 

complex), Banner 

Advertising 

Structure (simple 

vs. supplemented) 

Unaided recall, 

aided recall 

and 

recognition 

Web page exposure 

duration had a 

significant effect on 

unaided recall, 

aided recall, and 

recognition of the 

target 

advertisement 

 

Compared to other 

ethnic groups, 

participants with 

European descent 

demonstrated 

significantly higher 

unaided recall, 

aided recall, and 

recognition of the 

target 

advertisement 

 

“Time since first 

use of the web” had 

All 

P’s<.01 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All 

P’s<.01 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P<.01 

 

Indicated 

factors that 

would influence 

web advertising 

effectiveness in 

terms of higher 

recall and 

recognition of 

banner 

advertisements.  

 

Product 

selection:  

Products used 

in the target 

advertisement 

banner were a 

computer 

manufacturer 

and online 

magazine. 

These products 

were chosen 
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a significant 

positive impact on 

aided recall 

 

“Time since first 

use of the web” had 

a marginally 

significant impact 

on unaided recall 

and recognition. 

This meant that 

more experienced 

users had a better 

recall of banner 

advertisements. 

 

User in surfing 

mode yielded 

higher average 

advertising memory 

scores for recall, 

aided recall, and 

recognition-based 

measures compared 

to a user in a goal-

directed situation.  

Means for aided 

recall were greater 

than unaided recall, 

but were ranked 

equally in surfing 

mode. 

 

 

 

 

 

P=.06 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All 

p’s<.01 

because they 

are neutral in 

terms of user 

involvement. 
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Appendix 10: Picture Advertisements Used 
 
 

 
Unrelated Image 1 

 

 
Unrelated Image 2 
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Print Direct Comparative ad 
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Print Indirect Comparative ad 

 
Print noncomparative ad 

 

 
Online Direct comparative ad 
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Online Indirect comparative ad 

 

 

 
Online noncomparative ad 
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Appendix 11: Survey Questions 
 
 

Direct Print Questions 

P= Picture 

F= Filler Exercise 

T= Timed question 

Q= Question  

 

 

Part 1 Please spend a few seconds viewing the following images. Click next once you are 

done. 

 

P1 

 
P2 
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F1 5+8 = 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

F2 34-8 = 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

F3 17+5 = 

_____________________________________________________________ 
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Q1 What was the Slogan used in the first advertisement? 

o Just do it  (12)  

o Greatness goes the extra mile  (13)  

o Write the future  (14)  

 

Q2 What brand is advertised in the second advertisement? 

o Mercedes  (1)  

o Audi  (2)  

o BMW  (3)  

 

Part 2 You will be shown a 3 page extract from the University of Guelph Alumni 

magazine called Portico. Please read the article and view each page carefully.  

 

P3 
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P4 Please Zoom In if the article is not readable 

 
P5 
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P6 

 
 

F4 How many animals do you see in this picture?  

 
 

 

F5 54+7 = 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

F6 13-7 = 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

F7 6+38 = 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Q3a  

Please indicate (in 1-2 lines) what you thought about the following: 

 

The magazine cover page: 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q4  

Advertisements used in the magazine: 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q5  

Articles in the magazine: 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

T6  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q6 Is Portico is a magazine for University of Guelph Alumni? 

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  

 

T7  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q7 What claim did Progresso make in the advertisement? 

o 8 out 10 prefer the taste of Progresso  (1)  

o 7 out 10 prefer the taste of Progresso  (2)  

o 9 out 10 prefer the taste of Progresso  (3)  
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T8  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q8 Progresso cans in the advertisement had "Rich & Hearty" written on top 

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  

 

T9  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q9 The Net WT of each can, according to the advertisement is 17.04 OZ 

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  

 

 

T10  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q10 Complete the following word (write the whole word):  

 

N _ _ _ L _ S   

   

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

T11  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q11  

Complete the following word (write the whole word): 

 

K _ _ F _ 

________________________________________________________________ 
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T12  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q12  

Complete the following word (write the whole word): 

 

_ O _ P   

  

________________________________________________________________ 

 

T13  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q13  

Complete the following word (write the whole word): 

 

  _ _ O I _ E 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

T14  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q14 Rearrange the following word:  

    

E A T L H Y 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

T15  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q15 Did you see the following logo in any of the advertisements? 

  

    

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  
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T16  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q16 Did you see the following logo in any of the advertisements?  

 
 

o Yes  (1)  

o No  (2)  

 

 

T17  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q17 Rearrange the following word:  

    

S R O P G R S O E   

   

________________________________________________________________ 
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T18  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q18  

 

How likely is it that you would purchase "Progresso" the next time a product of this 

nature is needed? 

o Highly Unlikely  (1)  

o Somewhat Unlikely  (2)  

o Indifferent  (3)  

o Somewhat Likely  (4)  

o Highly Likely  (5)  

 

 

Q19  

 

What is the state of your intention in purchasing "Progresso" the next time a product of 

this nature is needed? 

o Very unsure  (1)  

o Somewhat unsure  (2)  

o Neither sure nor unsure  (3)  

o Somewhat sure  (4)  

o Very sure  (5)  
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NOTE: The following only includes the questions for the rest of the treatment 

conditions which were different from the first (Direct Print) condition. 

Indirect Print Questions 

 

P6 

 
 

 

T7  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q7 What claim did Progresso make in the advertisement? 

o Best soup in the world  (1)  

o Taste like no other soup in the world  (2)  

o Your soup for the day  (3)  
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Noncomparative Print Study 

 

P6 

 
 

 

 

T7  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q7 What claim did Progresso make in the advertisement? 

o Soup to keep you progresso  (1)  

o Make it Progresso or make it yourself  (2)  

o Make progresso instantly  (3)  
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Direct Online Study 

 

 

 

Part 2 You will be shown 3 continuing screenshots of an article from 'CBC News'. Please 

take your time to view the webpage screenshots. 

 

 

P3 
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P4d Please Zoom In if the article is not readable 

 
 

P5d (Toronto GIF Image) 
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T6  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q6 What was the percentage increase in tuition fee from international students in Ontario 

over the last 4 years? 

o 106%  (1)  

o 107%  (2)  

o 108%  (3)  

 

T7  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q7 What claim did Progresso make in the advertisement? 

o 8 out 10 prefer the taste of Progresso  (1)  

o 7 out 10 prefer the taste of Progresso  (2)  

o 9 out 10 prefer the taste of Progresso  (3)  
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Indirect Online Questions 

 

P4e Please Zoom In if the article is not readable 

 
 

 

 

T6  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q6 What was the percentage increase in tuition fee from international students in Ontario 

over the last 4 years? 

o 106%  (1)  

o 107%  (2)  

o 108%  (3)  
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T7  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

Q7 What claim did Progresso make in the advertisement? 

o 8 out 10 prefer the taste of Progresso  (1)  

o 7 out 10 prefer the taste of Progresso  (2)  

o 9 out 10 prefer the taste of Progresso  (3)  

 

 

Noncomparative Online Questions 

 

 

P4f 
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T6  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q6 What was the percentage increase in tuition fee from international students in Ontario 

over the last 4 years? 

o 106%  (1)  

o 107%  (2)  

o 108%  (3)  

 

 

T7  Timing (Timer on page) 
Page Submit (Denotes the time spent till answer is selected and submitted) 

 

Q7 What claim did Progresso make in the advertisement? 

o Soup to keep you progresso  (1)  

o Make it Progresso or make it yourself  (2)  

o Make progresso instantly  (3)  

 


